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ABSTRACT 

This study attmepts to present a thorough comparative analysis 

and evaluation of Brecht's Coriolan adaptation and his 

Shakespearean model. Brecht's actual achievement is measured 

by the standards of his critical theory of literary adaptation 

of classical drama, and especially of Shakespeare, on the ~modern, 

'epic' stage. It is shown why Brecht's insistence on shifting 

our central interest and sympathy from the hero, on whom 

Shakespeare had focussed the entire action, to the people's 

collective, had to result in an admirable failure. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This study attempts to understand and question Brecht, the 

dramaturge and theoretician of the theatre, whose enormous, self-

proclaimed task it was to salvage the traditional repertoire for his 

new dialectic theatre. To this enterprise, he devoted a very consider-

able portion of his creative life. 

Brecht could never do more than to set a pattern for others to 

follow. If we consider this pattern, the implication becomes immedi-

ately clear: the traditional theatre should and could never be 'saved' 

en bloc, but only inasfar as it proved 'useful'. Brecht would have 

preferred all else to be eliminated from the programme of serious 

theatre. 

hThat kind of traditional drama did he then consider useful? "Erst 

der neue Zweck macht die neue Kunst." " ••• der neue Zweck heisst: 

p~dagogik".l Any theatrical subject matter, according to Brecht, is 

pedagogic and reflects the real, historical conditions of man and 

society and, at the same time, motivates the audience to react product-

ively. It is Brecht's conviction, based on 11arxist theory, that such 

'useful' subject matter is evident only at the onset of great cultural 

movements in feudal and bourgeois history. In the course of the so-

called development of these movements, such realistic matter is progress-

ively estranged, to the point of irremediability, by absolutist forms 
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and norms. The socio-historical tendency of an inflating super-structure 

increasingly denying its basis also applies to any major culture movement. 

Accordingly, Brecht refers to the spring of such a movement, its original 

inspiration, as having been a popular event. For these reasons, the 

early period of the 'Goethezeit', known as 'Storm and Stress', character-

ized by the awareness of and struggle for a natural right of man and the 

feeling of an infinite richness of life, offers more useful material for 

adpptation and adaptation than the later 'classical' phase. An adaptation 

of Der Hofmeister by Lenz is therefore a more s~sible undertaking than 

that of Maria Stuart: 2 

Noch hat die Idee nicht das Stoffliche vergewaltigt; 
es entfaltet sich ll ppig nach allen Seiten, in natllr
licher Unordnung. Das Publikum befindet sich noch in 
der grossen Diskussion; der Stllckschreiber gibt und 
provoziert Ideen, gibt uns nich das Ganze als VerkBr
perung yon Ideen. So werden wir gezwungen Coder in
stand gesetzt) , die Vorg~nge zwishcen seinen Personen 
zu spielen und die Xusserungen davon abzusetzen--~ir 
brauchen sie nicht zu unseren eigenen zu machen. 

Brecht offers yet another reason for his choice of Lenz' play: "urn den 

\veg zum Shakespeare zu bahnen". For Brecht is convinced that wi thout 

Shakespeare a modern German "nationales Theater kaum zustande kommen 

kann" • 
4 

Ye may, at first, be puzzled by the logic of this statement; but it 

must be remembered that, to Brecht, Shakespeare represents the happiest 

moment in the history of European theatre, which had first been received 
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by the German tradition in Lenz' Der Hofmeister. The young 'Storm and 

Stress' movement thus echoes the vital youthfulness of modern European 

drama as a whole. 

To Brecht, this young Elizabethan drama reflects a chaotic freedom 

of production. ~~rlowe had prepared the abundant resources of popular 

plays and pageants for presentation to a sophisticated audience by the 

introduction of blank verse. The questions of property were quite un-

settled. Dramatic themes and subject matter were used and reused as 

they were found in life, in chronicles or in other plays, and adap7 

tations of existing dramas by writer collectives were the norm, ~ot the 

exception. 5 Writers like Shakespeare himself were realistic business 

people with a very material interest in the theatre. Moreover, the 

judgment and imagination of the audience were not yet predetermined by 

any rigid conceptual structure and detailed illusion. The sparse stage 

props, the use of boys instead of women, the presentation of plays like 

A Midsummer Night's Dream in broad daylight, etc. resulted in a 

"Theater voll von V-Effekten". 6 Elizabethan and especially Shakespearean 

drama is, to Brecht, the origin and--prior to his own Versuche-- the 

high point of European epic theatre. In Brecht's view, Shakespeare's 

plays are already 'Versuche' in his own sense, 1. e., experiments with 

the true historical matter of\life, which they offer in rich abundance. 

And Brecht concludes: . -"Darum tut man auch gut, die StUcke experimentier

end aufzufUhren.,,7 He understands his own experimental staging of 
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Shakespearean plays, his adaptations, as a continuation of the pro

ductive tradition of the Renaissance playwright. Shakespeare's plays 

are provisional reports on social life in his time; thus Brecht tells 

modern producers, "ihr braucht nur den Bericht zu vervollstll.ndigen". 8 

This completion of the report is done with the knowledge of our time 

and--as shown in FUnf Schwierigkeiten beim Schreiben der Hahrheit--the 

precise methods of understanding: "Kenntnis der materialistischen 

Dialektik, der Okonomie und der Geschichte. ,,9 He shall have to ex-

amine if, and to what extent, Shakespeare's text lends itself t? such 

unrestrained theatrical reorganisation. 

There seem to have been three main reasons which led Brecht to the 

choice of Coriolanus as the text of his only complete exemplary adapt

ation from Shakespeare. The first is the fact that it is the last and 

probably most powerful of the historical plays; and this genre with its 

loosely knit structure was, to him, the prototype of Elizabethan 'epic' 

theatre. He reverts to the kind of play that had fascinated him since 

the Twenties when he had collaborated with Lion Feuchtwanger to adapt 

Harlowe's Edward. II. Secondly, in this particualr 'History ' , we have 

an individual of towering proportions challenged by the people's col

lective. The great historical ._individual put tp tbe test of- soCial use

fulness is a very basic theme and motive for Brecht's work--he had pre

viously explored it in another Renaissance figure, Galileo Galilei. 



Das elisabethanische Drama hat eine m~chtige Frei
heit des Individuums etabliert und es grosseUgig 
seinen Leidenschaften Uberlassen .•• Diese Freiheiten 
mBgen unsere Schauspieler ihr Publikum weiterhin aus
kosten lassen. Aber zugleich, in ein und derselben 
Gestaltung, werden sie nunmehr auch die Freiheit des 
Individuums etablieren, das Individuum zu ~ndern und 
produktiv zu machen~ Denn was nUtzt es, wenn die 
Ketten weg sind, aber der Entfesselte nicht weiss'10 
wie zu produzieren, in welchem alles GlUck liegt. 

Interestingly enough, it is not the gospel of the freedom of the indi-

vidiual as such that Brecht's alienating demonstration wishes to chal-

lenge, and indeed sees challenged in Shakespeare's Coriolanus. On the 

contrary, Galileo is a potential social powerhouse, as is Coriolan~s, 

although much more inaccessibly. The Renaissance message of the unfet-

x 

tered individual remains valid, along with the new Renaissance awareness 

of the populace and its needs. Consequently, Brecht strongly emphasizes 

this awareness and challenge in his adaptQ.. tion. 1.1e shall have to deter-

mine the validity of the results. 

The third reason for Brecht's choice is undoubtedly attribuatable 

to the fact that here we find Shakespeare's closest approximation to a 

political play. Coriolanus presents a crucial episode of early Roman 

class struggle, the first constitutional appointment of people's tribunes, 

and the first banishment of a leading patrician by decree of the people. 

We shall have reason to question, in the following chapters, such essen-

tially political understanding of Shakespeare's text. The first chapter, 

however, shall be devoted to a brief survey and evaluation of the role 

this adaptation has played in literary criticism to date. 



CHAPTER I 

Critical Conventions 

Brecht 's adaptation of Coriolanus has attracted a considerable 

number of studies during the past fifteen years . This attention re

flects an increased interest in his reception of the 'bourgeois' cul

tural tradition. The pendulum has swung from an understanding of Brecht 

as the "BUrgerschreck", the raaical revalua tor of all traditional values , 

to that of modern author firmly embedded in the classical tradition. 

Surely the discovery of Brecht 's fascination with the DJropean classical 

theatre was an important step towards a deeper understanding of his 

concerns. His purpose, as a dramatic writer, to parody and alienate 

traditional attitudes and concepts , is quite obvious. There is also the 

equally significant responsibility of the theatre reformist to 'clean up' 

the repertoire not necessarily by clearing it out, but by reinterpreta

tion. For Brecht , classical theatre from Sophocles to the Age of Soethe 

is very much alive beneath dense layers of theatrical misuse , and offers 

the most fascinating material as a basi s for a better understanding of 

our time. 

Critics now generally r ealize this . They also perceive and reiter

ate Brecht's particular interest in a supposedly young and unspoiled 

Elizabethan stage , especially in the loose genre of the 'History', 

mentioned above. They state and explain how it was here that Brecht 

found the origin of the ' epic' theatre within the Eur opean tradition. 

1 



On the other hand, the critics largely agree that Brecht, with his own 

plays as well as with his adaptations, attempts to correct the 

Eli zabethan historical play by restoring its actual basis--the common 

man who makes history , not the great and fateful individuals. Critics 

further realize that with Brecht the theatre is an active forum of 

2 

collective self-cn ticism and self-discovery, It is no longer an insti-

tution which simply accomodates works of art: it is rather in itself a 

politically productive process. Brecht*s theatre never preserves the 

stories or 'Histori es' it presents, but constantly serves to question 

and up-date them. Thus Brecht is convinced that no "injustice! is done 

by the reworking of these texts. He further proceeds to radicalize this 

principle by pointing out that every director feels free to make even 

the most drastic of changes if necessary for his conception of the 

production. Hence Shakespearean drama is subj ect matter for Brecht, as 

were Plutarch's Li ves for Shakespeare. Among the critics there is also 

widespread recognition of Brecht 's sole dedication to the socio-

1 historical 'truth' of the original story, to "durchleuchtete Geschichte" 

and its en j oyabl e communication. The question of the presentation of the 

personal merit of a ' great' individual, along with its social basis is 

at the focus of critical interest. And they all r ealize that 3recht 

leads a general attack against the bourgeois theatre and the sanctifica

tion of its classics. 

Still, many ~uestions remain. How , for example , in order to keep 
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or even enhance the 'tragic' impact of the play, does Brecht fill the 

gap left by the great individual whom he has dethroned? And how success

ful is he? Does Brecht, who wants to retrieve a natu ral and stimulating 

epic drama from the constraints of bourgeois ideology , not then merely 

confine it once again within a }~rxist ideology? Exactly how stimula-

ting and superior to Shakespeare's version is this new antithesis of the 

positive, historically wise and productive people with their tribunes 

and the negatively portrayed braggard hero and 'war specialist '? How 

convincing is Brecht's attempt to make the people's collective the real 

'hero ' of the play? 

Apart from a few minor interpretations and comparisons , the begin

ning of an active research interest in Brecht 's Shakespearean adaptation s 

is marked by the four hundreth anniversary of Shakespeare's birth in 

1964 . In this year an article appeared on the 'Vor- und Nachgeschichte 

der TragBdie des Coriolanus von Livius und Plutarch llber Shakespeare bis 

zu Brecht und mir'. The author was GUnter Grass . 2 He was soon to 

complete a play about 3recht producing a play, Coriolan. In this work , 

Die Plebejer proben den Aufstand , Grass continued to hold Brecht at as 

muc h of a critical distance as he did in his article. He wanted to make 

it very clear that he did not count Brecht among his teachers. This he 

strongly implied later when his article reappeared unde r the title 

Uber meinen Lehrer DBblin und andere Vortr,[ge. Still, Grass can not 

conceal his sympathy with Brecht 's predilection for the ' plebeian' 
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toughness , richness and vi tali ty of the Elizabethan stage. Accordingly, 

his article shows more understanding for Brecht's fascination for 

Coriolanus than any of t he later critics, Grass makes Shakespeare's 

play beli evable as a r ealistic mirror of the vast social struggl es 

during the early years of the seventeenth century: the peasan t up~ 

risings; the London plague and its destructive consequences for 

Shakespeare's theatre, along with the strengthening of the Puritan move-

ment i and behind it all, a Renaissance world of grand and monumental 

individuals who would bec ome, as did Sir- Halter Ral ei gh , unpopular by 

virtue of their larger-thail-life statures. Grass is also pro-Brecht 

in his i mplicit criticism of Shakespeare's j udgmental perspective Hhich 

warned his contemporaries of the rise of the 'little people' and of a 

people's parliamen t. He shares in Brecht's acknOWledgement of that cen-

tral historical event presented in Shakespeare's play: the i nstallation 

of the people's tribunate. He is not party to Shake speare's sadness at 

the consequent fall of Corioalnus, but does share Brecht's knowledge 

of the rise of Oliver Cromwell. 

Unfortunately, Grass is l ess successful in his specific criticism 

of Brecht's adaptation. He vi ews Shakespear e ' s hero as essen tially 

"gehei ITLl'l islos" and "ohne DElmonie", 3 a lonely, simpl e character lacking 

free will whom Brecht i ntellectualizes and ideol ogizes.
4 

There can be 

no doubt, hOH ever, that it is precisely Coriolanus' d emonic nature which 

l eaves him with no choic e of action , and around which the entire tragedy 
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revolves. Brecht indeed intellectualizes, but not by transforming 

Shakespeare 's hero into an intellectual. He s i mply su pplies a rational 

motive for his inflexi bility: his radical, false and ( self-)destructive 

class virtue. Grass does not see that it is i n thi s very way that 

Brecht, in fact, removes the tragic hub from the play. And we would 

like to agree when he pronounces the j udgmen t that Brecht has 

der Tragodie das naive Gef~ll e genommen und an 
dessen Stelle einen fleissigen Mechani smus gesetzt. 5 

and decides that 

Bei so schmaler Beute der ~riff nach dem fremden 
Stoff nicht lohne. (i bid.). 

But we are at a loss for good reasons, if we do not supply them our-

sel ves . Neverthel ess, none of the later cri t i c s sees the logic of 

Brecht's productive interest and of the failure of the actual product 

as clearly as Grass. 

The more professional critics of Brecht 's adaptation lack Grass' 

freed om of Judgmen t. No one seems to have dared challenge the maste r 

s o bluntly again. I. Fradkin, in a somewhat synthetic and general 

essay, 6 follows Grass' exploration of Brecht's preoccupation with the 

'plebeian' theatre of the Elizabethans. In Shakespeare 's plays she 

finds a tough, earthy humour, 'epic' diversity of life, an anti-

illusionist dramaturgy and stage setti ng , the stimulating disturbance 

of linear dramatic or tragic conseQuen ce , the Quality of the chronicle , 
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and even the montage techni~ue and conscious use of the ali ena tion effect. 

Fradkin's thesis is mos t in teresting . She ma in tains that this popular 

Shakespearean tradi tion has been superseded by an intellectual enlight

enment tradition which was not, as Grass implies , discarded en bloc as 

being purely ideal-ideological, b~t productively absorbed to form the 

new unity of in tellectual and plebeian theatre whi ch is typically 

5recht's. It is preci sely here, in fact, tha t we find a mos t convincing 

historical explanation of the two roots of Brecht's art which Grass 

could not or did not wish t o link toge ther. ~le further find a provoca

tive comment on the philosophical t endentiousness imposed by the adaptor 

on his model which, after all, had attracted him by virtue of i ts non

rational and i mpartial concreteness. In following Fradkin's findings, 

we mi ght agree that the early 'plebeian' Brecht was suppressed by the 

intellectual 'Aufkl~rer' Brecht during t he phase of his didactic plays 

and . that, in his cla ssical plays, he found his happy medium. And 

accordingly , t he pre-didac tic adaptation of ft;arlowe' s Edward II showed 

an as ye t unbroken receptiveness toward a n Elizabethan chronicle which 

was lost in t he explicitly didactic adaptation of Coriolanus. 

Fradkin, however, does not pass any jUdgments. She has t he 

potential capacity of literary critics which, at l eas t in the case of 

Brecht, tends to do more harm than good : to explain every facet of a 

literary work as the necessary outcome of hi storical conventions . 

Shakespeare plus Enlightenment equals Brecht- -that critical tool can 
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all too easily become a to r ture instrument. Fradki n , it must be said , 

does no t abuse it. 

Three years later, she renders a more specific accoun t of Brecht's 

adaptation s. 7 Here we find a closer analysis of the idea of his 

adaptations , especially of classical works . Fradkin strongly emphasizes 

Brecht's very positive reception of t he classics . Her analysis is 

primarily based on Brecht' s remark that "die grossen , alten Bilder" 

should no longer be neglected. The greatness of these images lies, as 

Fradki n implies, in their ability to cater t o the contemporary poeti c 

and social consciousness and to that of all ages to come. For Brecht, 

according to Fradkin , it i s the modern producer 's and playwright's job 

to restore t he "grossen , alten Bilder" t o their present rel evanc e and 

applicability. And Fradkin gi ves still another motive for Brecht's 

choice of existing dramatic works as subject matter : an adaptation 

automatically provides the text with epic character, it diverts t he 

i nterest of the spectator from the solution to the action . For us , 

h owever, this article is of limited importance s ince it concentrates 

on the analysis of the purpose of Brecht 's adaptations withou t 

questioning the merits of t he completed works , and also because Fradkin 

for no anparent reason , neglects to discuss Coriolan as such. 

In 1967 a short article on the adaptation was published by 

8 Lawrence Lerner. It should firs t be mentioned that this article is 

a lone statement on t he question of ' Shakespeare and Br echt' by a n 
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Engli sh scholar in an English periodical. The lack of interest in, and 

knowledge of, Shakespearean drama is one of the most obvious drawbacks 

in the otherwise lively discus sion of Brecht's adaptations. Brecht 

himself challenges his fellow playwrights to ' improve' Shakespeare , i.e., 

he consciously invites comparison with his model. Brecht critics, 

however, are usually proccupied with Brecht's theatrical programme and 

consider Shakespeare as little more than subject matter . Lel~er chal~ 

l enges Brecht's critics with some pertinent antitheses. The most gen

eral of these is Shakespeare's pessimism in his presentation of a state 

unable to control its own disruptive forces and Brecht 's optimism 

which does not f eel obliged to adhere to existing social orders . Accord

ingly, Lerner sees Shakesueare ' s hero as an embod i men t of the general 

political instability, whereas Brecht is concerned rather in developing 

the contradict ion be tween the individual and his social basis. Here 

Lerner s eems to force his issue. Shakespeare's hero is quite obviously 

not intended to be a social sympton, but, like Lear, an "unaccommodated 

man" . ~nat Brecht does, therefore , is to cast new light on the ' tragic' 

r elationship of state and individual : it is the state that suffers, 

not the i ndividual. Howeve r, Lerner percei ves Brecht's aim and problem 

in his presentation of the individual most clearly. It was his task to 

"diminish hi s importance in the state without diminishing his i mportance 

in t he ulay". 9 This observation contains an excellen t measure by which 

to judge the success of Brecht 's adaptation. Lerner does not j udge . 
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10 
Paolo Chiarini's essay does not lead us much further. Chiarini 

defines Brecht 's art as an ongoing process of explaining and producing 

reality , and he convincingly anchors the principle of aestheti c pleasure 

in the double role of intellectuality and productivity. This holds true 

for the traditional texts as Hell. According to Chiarini , to understand 

and produce Shakespeare Hi thin a prcsent-day context is to return to the 

Elizabethan dramatist his authenti c historical meaning . It is not clear , 

hOHever , how Chiarini can prove this point with his comparison of the 

two endings. Is Brecht's ending " ein Dartlberhinausgehen, das die Bindung 

an die Tradition nicht zuruckweist,, ?l1 The tradition here is the fal l 

of the heroic individual, and Brecht's ending very consciously severs 

all ties with this tradition or , more correctly , he r e veals this tradi-

tion as a false consciousness . Chiarini's article remains inconclusive. 

In the same year, Johannes Kleinstlick published an article on 

3recht's adaptation. 12 Kleinstuck is one of the few critics who venture 

to ~u estion the adaptation , but he does so for the wrong r easons. He 

sarcactically r emarks: 

Der Marxis t darf tun , was dem Bourgeois ve rboten 
ist. \-l enn der Bourgeois ~ndert, dann verflHscht 
er , ~ndert der j'';arxist, dann dringt er zum ur- - 1 
sprungli chen Ideengehalt des klassichen #erks vor. J 

Interestin~ly enough, Kl einstUck had just stated tHO pages earlier that 

Brecht ' s adaptation is not concerned with the "ursprUnglichen Ideen-

h d "J 1 " 14-ge alt e s ~erKS . 
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Kleinstilck basically talks about progressivist and conservative 

attitudes, and if Brecht wants to discover Shakespeare 's "Ideengehalt", 

this term must be understood in the sense of an historical (not author

and~work ) intentionality. For the most part, Kleinstilck obviously argues 

from the position of an offended and irritated believer in bourgeois 

cultural ideology. He even rejects Brecht's version because it wants to 

teach--to him a sign of dramatic narrow-mindedness. 

An East Ge rman study on Coriolanus in history and literature by 

J. Kuczynski appeared in 1969. 15 Kuczynski, moving from Plutarch's 

narrative to the dramas of Shakespeare and Brecht, presents a simple 

thesis. In Plutarch he finds a moral fable of an important, yet totally 

asocial and irrational man who having set himself against everyone in-

cluding his fatherland, had to fall --social reality demanded it. 

Shakespeare , however, as Kuczynski sees him, has no understanding for 

the role of the people in history, and thus makes Coriolanus, contrary 

to social reality, into a tragic hero. Brecht then, in a third histori

cal step, not only returns to Plutarch's rejection of the asocial hero, 

but also gives us its sociological basis. In his version, the masse s 

gradually come to understand their own strength and unity through need 

and experience , And accordingly, they come to understand the true enemy 

in their midst . In time they also l earn of the i mminen t danger they face 

under the rule of a recklessly self-assertive individual, and they suc

ceed in averting tragedy. 

This clear-cut analysis should not simply be dismissed. The draw-
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backs of such }'!arxist criticism are quite apparent. Brecht, it is claimed , 

ideologically corrects and improves Shakespeare who, in turn, had not 

understood Plutarch. Brecht 's play , therefore , represents the ultimate 

achievement in the history of the 'Stoff'. Undoubtedly, such a ' critical ' 

neglect of the totality of form and structure would have embarassed Brecht 

himself. 

In 1970 Rodney Symington published a lengthy dissertation on 

16 
Brecht und Shakespeare. The essential merit of this book, it would 

seem , is the very detailed account of Brecht's involvemen t with 

Shakespeare throughout his literary development. It is basically a 

report , no t a critical analysis. In his relatively short chapter on 

Coriolanus, Symington renders a very close, scene by scene, and sometimes 

line by line description of the changes instituted by Brecht. Hi th such 

a critically solid method, we would have expected more interesting 

results. The reasons for this lack of new insights, however, are readily 

apparent. Symington approaches, as do so many of Brecht's critics , these 

adaptations Hith Brecht's theory and political philosophy in mind. He 

discusses what Brecht intends to do and not what he actually achieves. 

Symington only explains Hhy Brecht make s these changes. He does not ex-

pound on their impact on the whole organism of the play. To give just 

one example: Symington tries his best to give textual proof whenever 

possible for Brecht's intention of making Coriolanus a symbol for the 

behavior of the wealthy , the nobility, the exploiters. Thus he cannot 

explain why Coriolan's own class, which he symbolizes, rejects him in the 
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end. Brecht accents this rejection even more strongly than does 

Shakespeare. Volumnia, Coriolan's own mother , is, for Brecht , the r eal 

incarnation of Rome's ari s tocracy, and she rigorously cuts her ties with 

the enemy of the state. 

The most important and comprehensive study on Brecht's Coriolanus 

adaptation is David ~1cC ann's dissertati on. 1? 11cCann's treatment of his 

subject is in many way.s superior to tha t of Symi ngton. Above all, he 

make s extensive use of the Brecht archives in Eas t Berlin. The informa-

ti on derived from the di scussion of Brecht's workbooks , sketches, pro-

duction notes and, in particular, his markings in his copy of the 

Shakespearean play is highly interesting and revealing . For any critic 

of the genesis of Brecht's adaptation, IkCann's report is the most sub-

stantial material source in existence outside the archive itself. 11ore-

over, ikCann is well aware of the common pervasive fallacy among the 

critics of Coriolan looking exclusi vely for symptons and expressions of 

Brecht's political theory. It is, therefore , understandable that 1\'!cCann 

carries his argument too far in the opposite direction and overemphasizes 

t he underlying psychological complex , especially the Oedi pal relationship 

between mother a nd son. HcCann has much di fficulty, hOHever, in unifying 

the political and psychol ogi cal perspective s of the adaptation. He 

folloHs a general pattern of using the t e rm ' dial ectical ' to expl ain 

contradictions: 

Brecht takes over Shakespeare ' s dialectical VlSlon 
that compasses the deep-seated psychologically 



regressive tendencies in the individual as they 
condition and inform conservrgive or reactionary 
socio-political tendiencies. 

If that is so, the ruling and exploiting aristocracy would become a 

psycho-pathological probl em, and Brecht would hardly agree to that. 

13 

McCann generally presents the 'dialectical' principles as central to the 

understanding of Brecht's adaptation (see his title ) . But there is no-

where a clear definition of this term, one of the most abused of our time. 

In explaining Brecht, we should use the · term strictly in its 11arxist con-

text and , more specifically, in the sense Brecht himself understands it. 

The concept of dialectics should be confined to a method of presentiDg a 

text within a context, and to a critical translation of fixed given condi-

tions into processes. It is the method of " eingreifenden Denkens" that 

reveals the growing contradiction in apparently unified formations. 

Dialectical presentation teaohes to question and l eads to action . 

There is yet another typical contradiction which pervades j';cCann ' s 

study. The author stresses, more than anyone else , the strength of 

Brecht 's allegiance to Shakespeare's text and spirit. He insists that 

"Brecht simply wri tes a nonconventional interpretation" ·,19 that "Brecht 

remains faithful to Shakespeare 's design" ,20 that , according to Brecht 

" to historicize Shakespeare was to complete his reporting".21 This l eads 

him to the untenable assertion that Brecht's view of Coriolanus Has com

uatible with Shakespeare 's22 and to t he uniformily untenable equation 

betwee~ Shakespeare 's adaptation of Plutarch and Brecht's adaptation of 
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Shakespeare. 23 To t1cCann, Coriolan represents a cumulative effort of 

both Shakespeare and Brecht. On the other hand, McCann is an observant 

critic and real i zes the poetic inferiori ty of Brecht's work . And he 

presents us wi t h the intriguing explanati on that Brecht felt obliged in 

pos t-war Germany to r educe t he compl ex tragedy to the level of Lehr s t tlck 

to make it acce ptabl e and productive for the confused Ge rman minds. 

Coriolan--a "noble cultural venture ,,:24 this is f1cCann 's final word on 

the adaptation. \-l ith all its contradictions, this study is a very useful 

interpretation of this play and its productive condi tions . 

In 1974 and 1975 t wo books on Brecht's adaptations appeared; one by 

Paul 25 26 Kussmaul and the other by l'Jartin Brunkhor st. Both are primarily 

interested in the method of Brecht's adaptations of Shakespearean works. 

The conclusion of Kussmaul's analysis is simple and obvious: Brecht re-

verses the Shakespearean ' Fabel' and pu ts the weight of the hero on the 

plebeians. This indicates that Coriolan, in Kussmaul "s understanding , is 

never t he source of the action, but a mere tool, part of the war machinery. 

He is, in fac t, a speciali s t in war, a l earned, not innate skill which im-

plies that, contrary t o his own thinking, he can be re placed. Thi s i nter-

pre tation is consisten t but narrow. It sacrifi ces, for ins tance , the en-

tire psychological motivati ng complex whic h McCann tried to integrate , if 

unsucc essfully. Kussmaul concludes that the fal l of the he ro is t he 

direct consequence of his obsession with war. It is a rigorous interpre-

tation which ca nnot explain the Volumnia scene in the last act which, in 

Brecht 's version , become s even more i mportant than is Shakespeare ' s . 
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Volumnia's influence proves far superior to that of the war machine which , 

had it prevailed, would have lifted the hero to victorious heights. 

Kussmaul's most important contributi on t o the understanding of 

Brecht's play is probably his discussion of l anguage . Rhetoric plays a 

prominent role in Shakespeare 's tragedy. Brecht adopts this principle of 

rhetoric as Hell as the massive invectives and crudities of Shakespeare ' s 

language to make them ' gestisch'. Kussmaul shows , for example, how the 

tribunes adopt the c8remonial speech of the aristocrac y to realize their 

revoluti onary spirit: one who speaks as the nobility also has the rights 

of the nobility. Ku ssmaul fails, however, to convince us of Cori olan's 

r hetorical resourcefulness and fl exibility. His own s tudy i mpl i es , as 

mentioned , that this hero is a rigid and totally undipl omatic functionary 

of war. Quite obviously we cannot eQuate Coriolan's language with that of 

the el OQuen t a nd highl y educated 11enenius. Menenius has the rhetorical 

capacity to extr icate himself from the critical situation . Coriolan does 

not. 

Brunkhorst's study is the last to be mentioned here. He strives t o 

expl ain the failure of several other Shakespeare adaptions , especially 

the Julius Caesar pro ject. These are hi ghly rel evan t observations and 

will hel p to clarify why the Coriolan projec t, too, could not succeed. 

Brunkhorst shows , with the help of 'dekwerth' s notes , how firmly convinced 

Brecht was tha t he has , in fac t, strengthening and consolidating the 

Shakespearean text . Th is seems , at first , a curious delusion and should 
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be more fully explained. Brunkhorst largely analyses Brecht's technique 

of interpolations and strategic cuts. He is especially c onvincing , how

ever , in that he shows us how Brecht's re-evaluation of the central 

figure l eads him, by nec essity, to a r es tructuring of the entire pattern 

of dramatic charac ters. At the same time he shows how Brecht tends to 

retain the speeches of these characters. The resulting contradiction 

then bec ome s the perfec t tool for Brech t to expose or ali enate 

Shakespeare 's dramatis personae. It is one of Brecht ' s most cunning 

methods of adaptation , and we shall have to try to ge t a better and mo re 

detailed understanding of it. 

Brunkhors t's study is one of the more useful in' a short history of 

Coriolan criticism which is lacking in resul ts , not in quantity. Obvi

ously, a new study becomes necessary not only when a literary subject 

is underresearched, but a lso when there exists a considerable number of 

studies which seem to set a trend of evading rather than solving the 

problem. It shall be the purpose of this thesis, therefore, 

1) to base this evaluation of Brecht 's adaptation as 

solidly as possible on the interpretation of, and 

comparison with, Shakespeare's original. Brecht, 

after all, wished to free Shakespeare's play from 

the constraints of traditional mi srepresentation, 

and from t he l imited perspective of Shakespeare's 

own time , He had no ambition to write a new play, 

2) t o comuare and expl ain the interrelation between 



individual psychology and political motivation in 

both Shakespeare and Brecht. Brecht's most dramatic 

alteration, the dethroning of the great individual 

on which the Shakespearean text is solely focussed, 

and the institution of the people ' s collective in 

his place , has never received full consideration. 

J) to evaluate the new solutions which Brecht offers 

to the problems Shakespeare poses. How 'free' does 

Shakespeare 's material actually become? Or does it 

appear confined and reduced by Brecht 's didactic 

purposes? \·Tha t is the effect of Brecht's most ra

diclly re-worked ending? 
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CP.APTER II 

The First Scene 

There is no more effective method to examine exac tly what , how and 

h B ht h "h 1 d h" " 1 ,,1" Sh k 't t ';I Y rec a s erausge esen un 1ne1nge esen 1n a espeare s ex 

2 than a close comparative interpretati on of t he firs t scene . This 

scene not only bears s i gni ficance as a ful l exposition of t he entire 

play, but also as an almos t breathless launching of all of its dramatic 

forces. In this di scussion of the scene 's f ive clearly divisible parts, 

we shall ask what questions Brecht pu t to Shakespeare , and how Brecht- -

in agreement with, or opposition to Shakespeare--answered t hem . The 

five parts are : 

1) the citi zens' uprisi ng and assessmen t of Coriolanus, 
their "chi ef enemy", 

2) l1eneni us and his fable, 

3) Coriolanus' entrance and expository tirade , 

4) the news of the Volsc ians' approach, 

5) the role of the tribunes: t hei r el ection and i solation. 

1) Beginning with t he very first line , Brecht moves the rebellious 

pl ebei ans to the centre of the action and inte r es t of the play. Can 

the scene of the i nsurrection be some "stree t"? It should be a forum , 

" ein offentlicher Platz " . Shall there be some random gathering of dis-

solute mutineers with "staves" and "clubs", as in Shakespeare? There 

mus t be a definite plan , an organized s i tuation where "Waffen verteilt 
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werden ". i1oreover , Brecht adds profi l e to t he insurgent group by 

gi ving it significant structure, In Shakespeare, we find "first citizen", 

" second citizen", and "all", the latter being a mechanical echo of the 

" first citizen", the agitator , and the "second citizen", a benevolen t 

individual lacking insight and judgment. The "firs t citizen", on the 

other r~nd, doe s have sharp , agg ressive j udgment bu.t is completel Y wi th-

out moral s tature which, in Brecht' s understanding , is essential t o 

this agitator of a people's upri sing. Brecht, therefore , r earranges 

the roles of the plebeians in this scene. He now find the "erster 

BUrger" to be a truly enlightened and enlightening protagonist; the 

' Burger' collective displays determination, jUdgment and solidarity , yet 

not without reckl ess emotional undertones ; and thirdly, the creation of 

the " JVann mit d em Kind", the r esi gned emi grant- escapist. Accordingly, 

Brecht relieves his "erster 3urger" of mobster-like line s such as , 

Let us kill him, and we'll have corn at our own price . 
IS't a verdict? ( 804 ) 

His narrow- minded method of attaining the people's goal becomes, with 

Brecht , a socially constructive , con s t itutional method: 

, , . nicht eher umzukehren bis der Sena t zuge-
standen ha,t , dass den Brotpr eis wir Burger bestimmen. (2397) 

He now sounds rather like an adept of J'1arxist economics . ;·li th his very 

first words , he speaks of the necessary progress of "die Sache " (ibid.), 



and later asserts that 

ich nicht mitmache , wenn in der Sac he nicht zu 
Ende gegangen Hird. (ibid.) 

Yle find no trace of this in Shakespeare. 
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A systematic, rational approach of a clearly envisioned common good 

contrasts with biassed , vengeful anger ("Le t us revenge this ... ", 804) in 

Shakespeare where the common good of the body politic in 11enenius' fable 

is sho.·m to be viola ted. Brecht has no use for the word "revenge". "Let 

us kill him", however, he retains, but puts it in the mouths of the 

"Haufe" of citizens who seem prone to rash and less than purposeful 

action. At the bottom of this hierarchy of socially enlightened engage-

ment we find the " ~1ann mit dem Kind " who, in despicable passivity, 

turns his back on "die Sache": 

'.-lenn ihr nichts erreicht, werde ich •.• ausHandern. (2397) 

He is the " fei ge Hund " (2398) Hho abandons Rome Hith his child , the 

ci ty ' s future. "Feige" also because he f ears Coriolan more than an un-

certain future on foreign, barren ground. Hith Brecht, a phalanx of 

the people 's movement is organized and indoctrinated. The class confron-

tation is clearly established , and thus he certainly is not interested 

in a " second citizen" siding Hith the patricians . The "second citizen's" 

expository perspectives of Coriolanus--his good service to the state , 

his love for his mother , and the right to his OHn "nature "--are eliminated . 
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Hith these, Brecht deals later in his own way. 

2) ]'Ihen Brecht's l'1enenius Agri ppa enters, t he people already have a 

vivid knowl edge of his social position and function, i.e., of the whole 

l'lenenius, s ince he is defi ned in such tenns by the enlightened agi ta tor: 

Das ist Menen ius Agrippa , Senator und Sch~nredner.(ibid.) 

Thus Brecht establi shes at once that his ' sch8ne Rede ', which include s 

the famous fable , will have no effect on these critics of the ruling 

clas s ideology and propaganda. Even the humourous response of the 

"BUrger" : 

Er hat eine Schw~che fUr das Volk . (2398) 

is not conciliatory but derisive, and points out a comical weakness for 

the pe ople and their problems of which he is not remotely aware. Here , 

Brecht ' translates ' the affi rmati on of Henen ius, by Shakespeare's 

ci t izens , a s 

.•. one that hath always l oved t he people. (ibid. ) 

--even Shakespeare ' s aggressive "first citizen" mus t concede that he is 

"honest enough" (ibid.) Shakespeare's ~1enen ius is , in fac t, a man of 

great political insight a nd wit, and potentially an ideal mediator. 

Thus the ensuing ' sch8ne ' fable, i neffectual a s it is, has a n enormously 

i mportan t function: to serve as an ever-presen t point of reference for 
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Coriolanus' t ragedy. It is, moreover, symptomatic for the tragedy that 

it is s o ineffectual. The fable stands between t he pl ebeian t umult and 

Coriolanus' tempestuous arrival almost as a n image of another world , al-

though Meneni us stands accused of using it primarily in the intere s t of 

the patricians . Brech t had obvious d i fficul ties in retaining the 

strength of this l engthy dialogue I in s:pi te of a number of deletions and 

interpolations. For him, of course , J·lenenius is no longer the conc ilia:' 

tory orator who wis~es to convince of a truth , bu t instead a hostile 

orator who wishes to convince of a fabricated falsehood. This would 

then i mply that while Shakespeare demonstrated the tragic ineffective-

ness of a truthful fable , Brecht was l eft t he l ess than rewarding task 

of proving the i ne f fectiveness of a fabulous untruth. Such would indeed 

have been quite an anticlimax following the emphatic urgenc y of the be-

ginning , and Brecht 's first citizen expresses this feeling and provide s 

some moti va tion: 

Das ist kaum eine Zeit f Ur M1lrl ein. Aber ich 
fUr meln Tei l m5chte schon lang gem sch5n reden 
l ernen, und das kann man von dir, Agrippa. 
Schiess l os! ( 2400) 

'..Then t1enenius then • shoots' and misses ( the pun certainly intended ), we 

are no t surprised. ~{ e are , however, moved by t he subsequent i mpact of 

the hero and the news of impending war : the citizens , almost totally 

muted , disband. Thus we l earn that the people, in the course of their 

social evolution, are now be yond the stage of ideological maneuverability 
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and that they see through the selling practic e s of the ruling class. 

And yet they fall victim to their mil i tary strategem . Such is the i mport 

of Brecht's J·1enenius scene . He add s further poignancy by the introduc-

ti on of an ingenious device , Shakespeare has 1'·1en en ius curse the agitator 

of the plebeians in a kind of half-humourou s rage a t the end of his 

sCene, then has Coriolanus enter and carr] on in the same vein~ Brecht: 

however, has him enter earlier, "mit Beh'affneten", to motivate Menenius' 

outbreak . The vicious onslaught now represents a shocking or 'alienating' 

relapse into the true language of the class enemy at the point when mili

tary reinforcements reli eve him of his odious ' Schonrednerei' ,3 

Thi s carefully designed new structure of the rebellious group 

function s to serve a dual purpose : a) to demonstrate the enlightening 

and un ifying force of the' people's misery--Brecht ' s articul a te "erster 

BUrger" achi eves this goal; 
4 

b) to demonstrate , simultaneously, the 

fragility of this union forged by the distress of hunger. Brecht take s 

great uains with very few , but extremely careful deletions and changes, 

to establish--in his understanding--a real basis of dramatic interest in 

his plebeians . 

He must noW focus our concern on the central question of how this 

new soc ially productive phal anx will be able to stand up to the powers 

of war and the mighty war hero. Brecht instills his audience Hi th the 

confidence that these citizens , once positi vely aroused and on the march, 

will ultimately succeed. 5 Bearing the entire play in mind, one realizes 

that Brecht wants to make the reader acutely aware that, for the people 
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t o succeed , they are in need of exceptional historical good fortune and 

colossal blunders on the part of their enemies. Shakespeare , on t he 

other hand , deprives the people of what Brecht invests them with : know-

l edge . The focus of his tragedy is and r emains on Coriolanus , the 

people remain external, unable to apprehend his hei ghts and depths. 

Shakespeare 's plebeian s do show understanding , but i t is one-sided , em-

bracing only their own material concerns. vi hile his plebeians are in-

strunental in contributing to Coriolanus' tragedy, Brecht 's interpreta-

tion find s the war hero, Coriolanus , instrumental in bringing the 

people's movemen t close to tragedy.6 

Brecht, therefore , compl etely re-evaluates the function of poetic 

rhetoric , along with its content. Poetry , fable and myth become imple-

ments of nower, capable of concealing , not r evealing truth , and thus 

making it palatable, as in Shakespeare. Poetry evokes a 'cosmic' unity 

and harmony which, for Shakespeare , is the principle of undisturbed 

nature, in this instance of the body physic , a s well as of the body 

poli tic. Form and content in Shakespeare's r endering of the fable 

become one . The near deadly disjunction of this harmony by the patri

cians and plebeians alike lies at the core of Shakespeare 's drama.? Its , 

imagery virtually reeks with disease, d ecay and mutilation. 8 For 

Brecht , this Platonic myth of a natu:ral harmonious heirarchy is nothing 

but a conscious lie , and the i mage- making of poetry its vehicle. Thus, 

when l'~enenius commences speaking in the . high style' rhythm of blank 

verse the drama is not , as in Shakespeare, lifted to the realm of 
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higher poetic vision, but turns to parody. This parody accentuates t he 

essential disunity of form and conten t of speec h, or of seeming culture 

and real eXDloi tation . Thus. )·lenenius is pu t in the same league wi th 

Brecht 's earlier ' hero' Pierpont Hauler, who also turned to blank verse 

or rhythms from Faust to explain his slaughterhouse enterprises. Accord-

ingly, one of the few, but incisive, interpolations in Brecht's text 

makes the plebeians and the audience aware that Menenius does not wish 

to communicate real facts, but a make-beli eve form of understanding : 

when the "erste BUrger" wants to know what the "faule Bauch" had to say , 

he replies , half angrily: 

\~a s, was ! 
Darauf kommt 's an. 

'tf ie, wie ! 
( 2400) 

Brecht's version is fundamentally concerned with the clash between 

an unified but unfounded form of consciousness and the forces of ma t-

erial social factici ty . Th(il other conspicuous interpolation in this 

section r eveals qui te clearly how !'ienenius wants to ' creat ' in the 

plebeians' minds the form of consciousness that serves his purpose : 

Thr seid die aufs~ssigen Glieder. Denkt! 
Aufs Denken kommt es an. Denk t'9denkt, denkt , denkt ! 
Und euch wird aufgehen ... ( 2402 ) 

A unified system of ideology is to be superimposed on a world whose 

future is produced through dialectics , and which lives and thrives on 

disuni ty (' \Hderspruche '). The purpose is to darken the historically 



creative vision which alHays endangers the established class. The 

gr eedy bel ly is to be reinstated and freed from all r es ponsibility: 

the gods , not the patriCians are the agents of the present misery .iO 

3) Coriolan enters and instantly attacks the plebeians with inor-

dina t ely harsh and acrimonious invectives. Brecht's understanding of 

the hero's bru tality is i mmediately clear: he car ries out Hhat 

Henenius had planned to achieve , without the conciliatory i magery. 

Coriolan arrives as the incarna tion of the patricians ' war against the 

people; fully armed and accompanied by soldi ers , his words like most 

effective extensions of his weapons, enabling Menenius to say of the 

plebeians' defeat: 

Ich hiel t sie auf mi t einem t1ELrlein. Freilich 
e s Har nicht meiner Sti ~me Erz, es war 
Die Stimme deinen Erzes, die sie umHarf. (2403) 

Brecht's hero derives his identity from his class consciousness. i1 

It seems, however, that he fails to anSHer certain important qu estions 

posed by Shakespeare's t ext. How can his typical complete lack of 

diplomacy be expl a ined in t erms of his class consciousness? The tri-

bunes later forge their weapons out of this 'defici ency' and gain a 

ma jor victory. And how can the very en ormity, the towering extremity 

of Coriolanus' hatred and contempt be explained? 
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I ndeed, Brecht found in Shakespeare 's hero all the class conscious-

ness he needed: 



You cry agai ns t the noble senate , Hho 
Under the gods, keep you in awe , Hhich else 
Would feed on one another? ( 806 ) 

Bu t if he translates--

Das spuckt auf den Senat, der mit dem Gottern 
Zusarr~en etwas Ordnung hglt , da sonst 
Der eine noch den andern fressen wtlrde ! ( 2402) 

--he makes a very decisive change. Brecht's ideologi cal analysis of 

Coriolan's claim l eads him to a parodistic alienation effect ("mit den 

Gottern zusammen eh'as Ordnung"). This he cannot do, how ever , without 
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radically changing his character. Such deification of the senate in this 

situati on can onl y serve to reveal his propaganda practic es, or to ex-

pose his arroganc e to ridi cule . Both deprive him of his dramatic 

stature . Certainly Shake?peare 's Coriolanus i s no schemer or dissembler 

but radically honest and outspoken, and an outspoken mem~r of the 

ruling class i s , in ~larxis t theory, a contradiction in teI1Tls. Shakespeare 

deri ves a special dramatic interest from the sequence of 11enen ius ' dip-

lorna tic rhetoric and Coriolanus' thundering address ; here He have an 

aristocrat Hho does not cajole the people into believing and accepting , 

but one who confronts them openly as a man. Coriolanus is a "lonely 

wolf" from the s tart and , as it happens , is as em barrassing to the - . 

nobility as he is disagreabl e to the pl ebeians. His ' consciousness ' of 

the Roman senate is that of an ideal, not of a poli tical reality .12 And 

for him , moreover , it is never an operative, but a li ved ideal. The 
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attribute ' noble' , which he attaches to the senate , is not merely a 

password of class membership, in his estimation, but rather a matter of 

personal identity, of virtue, valour and integrity which he projects 

into the senate assembly. For Shakespeare's Coriolanus , the senate 

becomes a kind of 'Urversammlung' which never was and never Hould be, 

And from these ideal heights the people, of course, present a 'natural' 

antithesis, He is the striving, aspiring, Harring hero who seeks and 

cultivates the radical confrontation, To earn the crOHn of honour and 

valour, he seeks to earn their hatred: 

Hho deserves greatness 
Deserves your hate" , (806 ) 

Br echt quite obviously cannot retain the boundless anger of this 

Shakespearean hero, Hith the grandiose metaphysical quality. Ancient 

Roman idealism is no longer believable in Brecht's context, and he has 

much difficulty in steering him clear of the i mage of an isolated Don 

Quixote (who Hould soon become ridiculous and irrelevant) and of an 

aristocratic operator (Hho would be quite inconsistent with the play's 

basic plot). Shakespeare , of course , does not acquit his hero of guilt--

the people, after all, deserve a helpful father as their l eader , not 

their enemy . Bu t it is clearly a tragic guilt Hhich Shakespeare un-

folds , the guilt of a great individual Hho chooses to live a myth and 

fails to see the i mpossibility and destructiveness of such an endeavour. 

Brecht ' s hero, by contrast, tends to represen t a public menace which de-



serves to be removed , not shown sympathy . His new ending allows t he 

tribunes to effectively veto a proposed mourning period. 

4) If Brecht is so eager to bridge the gap between the soft-

spoken J1enenius and the furor of Coriolan , having made the two of the 

same ilk and purpose , why then does he make no attempt whatever to re-

duce the contrast and to modify the hero ' s thundering pride? Clearly , 

Brecht found himself caught in the throes of a typical conflict of 

interests : his interes t in and respect for Shakespeare ' s genius , and 

his interest in his own ' Lehrtheater '. And he openly admits at one 

point: 

Es ist bei dem Genie des Shakespeare nicht moglich, 
die ' Tragodie des Stolzes ' ausser acht zu lassen 
oder auch nur abzustumpfen. Es mag dabei bl eiben , 
dass e s sich fUr den Coriolan lohnt , seinen Stolz 
s o auszuleben , dtjs Tod und Untergang da nicht 'in 
Gewicht fallen ' , 
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At a later time, we shall have to discuss this individual, almost patho-

lo~ical 'tragic flaw' in Brecht's context. He may have left us, in 

fac t, with a blind motive. What concerns us here is his special device 

to bridge the conflict. In Shakespeare , Coriolanus enters the stage 

alone. His action , in view of the rebellion, is hazardous and as negli-

gen t of his own "Tod und Untergang ' as his l one entry into Corioli and 

his final , fatal , triumph: 

alone I did it .. ,! (844) 
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Brecht, however, deprives him of his fearl ess, reckl ess qual i ty by simply 

suppl ying hi m wi t h an arm y on stage . The i n t en tion i s evident: both 

l1enenius and Coriolan have come to subvert ("umwerfen ", 24(3 ) the c i ti -

zen s wh o dared stand up t o them . Hha t the voice of political oration 

c oul d no t effec t, the voi ce of weapon s ("Stimme deines Erzes", ibi d .) 

brings abou t easily. Brecht thus establishes the unity of contradiction, 

the demonstration of whi ch i s the goal of hi s di al ec tic theatre : 

Nur das Studium der Einhei t der WidersprUche ge
stat te t es ... , d i e erste Szene des 'Cori olan' 
richti g zu arrangi eren!, und sie i s t di e Grundlage 
des ganzen StUcks ! Wi e anders s oll der Spi ellei te r 
darauf kom~en, den Unterschi ed zwi schen den fal schen 
ideol ogischen Versuch des jljeneni us Agrippa , eine 
Einheit aus Patrizi ern und Plebejern herauszustel l en 
und der wirkl i chen Herstellun¥4di eser Ei nheit durch 
d en Krieg deutlich zu machen? 

Cori ola n becomes the agent of t his "Herstellung di eser Ei nhei t durch den 

Krieg" l ong before the news of t he Vol sc i an march on Rome arrives. 

Ruling class measures , the hero Coriolan , and the impending war are 

becomi ng synonymous. I f Brecht translat es Coriolanus' frequen t "Hang 

' em" into "Nur Hangen hilft da", he translates an emotional expressi on of 

proud disgust i nto a well consi dered threat . Accordingly, Brech t has a 

senator announce the war whi ch both Cominius and Coriolan hail-- i t i s 

their business . Shakespeare ' s me ssenger is retained , but as the bearer 

of ' strange ' news liabl e to change the course of action . His more appro-

priate task is that of bringing the news of the people ' s victory , t he 

election of the tri bunes . 
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In this short section dealing with the threat of war , Coriolanus' 

relationships with Cominius, the senior general, and with Aufidius, 

l eader of the Volscians , are of particular interest. ~lliy does 

Shakespeare subordi na te the l eading Roman war hero to a superior? 

Cominius is one of "our bes t elders" ( 806) a nd Coriolanus is a young man 

armed with the essence of Roman virtue: service to t he state. 

Shakespeare wi shes to elimi nate any idea of arrogance contai ned in the 

' pride' of his hero, who l ate r (i n act II) will display nothing but 

contempt and disgus t for the t raditional hero-cult of the citizens. For 

Coriolanus, Comi nius is symbolic of the voice of Rome, it follows then 

that subordination is Quite natural for him in this i nstanc e. Brecht 

doubts this. He beli eves Coriolan has no mo re urgent desire than to 

c ommand in war. Unfortunately though, he is under the command of 

Cominius, and this he "schient ... nicht gut aufzunehmen " .15 Brecht has 

no use for a posi ti ve ideal of s ervice in Cori'olan, nor for the tragic 

unity of the ideol ogy of service and the r eality of di sservice to Rome 

which is so essential for Shakespeare 's dramatic purpose , Brecht's 

'dia l ectic' analysis cannot afford a tragi c split in this "enemy of the 

people" which is a s i gn of gr eatness and calls on our sympathy.16 It 

would be in Brecht 's purpose to show how and why this greatest enemy of 

the peopl e becomes t heir greates t hope and ally , and how, in a sudden 

turnabout, the mili tary conflict supersedes t he class conflict. The 

'hero' whose duty it is to vanQui s h and triumph is to be shown un rivalled 

and untouchabl e in his OHn true el ement. 
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It is necessary to modify this statement to a degree. There is, in 

fact, a rival in pride and honours in the person of Aufidius, the enemy. 

\'Tha t is the hidden DOti ve for Coriolanus' pronounced interes t in Aufidius?, 

Brecht asks. ':1e find t he answer in a passage in ' Studium ': 

Interessan t ist bei sei ner Verachtung der Pl ebejer , 
die Achtung vo r dem national en Feind , ~~ Patrizi er 
Aufidius. Er ist s~hr klassenbewusst.~( 

Aufidius is infini tely c l oser to him than are his own peopl e , he is 

"mir bekannt" (2405) while , as Brecht i mpli es, Coriolan has no hint 

of the conditi ons and desires of the Roman ci tizens , and wants none . 

Brecht reduces ni ne of Shakespeare's lines in prai se of Aufidius to two 

of his own i nvention : 

Und ein Feind 
Wi e der , und schon lohnt sich ein ganzer Kri eg! ( 2405) 

Br echt employs a blunt and effec tive parody of t he d ealings of a war-

monger who believes that business with a so-called enemy of his own 

class is well worth t he sac rifice of t housands of Roman soldiers of an 

inferior class. Here the contrast with the emotional streng th and inti-

macy in the eulogy of Shakespeare ' s he ro , which borders on a declaration 

of love , is especially striking . Shakespeare certainly wish es to pre-

par e and moti vate Coriolanus ' ' treason' in act IV, his banishment of 

the "common cry of curs" (830), the Roman citi zens who bani sh him , in 

favou r of the "lion ", Aufidius , whose "nobility" he envies (806f. ). 

Brecht sacrifi ces t~e entire complex of ' nobl e heart in search of nobl e 
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heart', and of a quixotic ques t for a lost paradise of honour and 

valour. The harsh light cast on the common 'interests' of the war 

l eaders which is opposed to the interest of the people mus t not be dif-

fused. Brecht aligns this interpretation with Aufidius' motivation for 

starting the "I-Iar, to which Shakespeare allude s in the next scene ("the 

dearth is great, / The people mutinous.", 807). The Volscians are 

marching--

Auf die l'iachricht grosser 
Teurung und Rebellion hier (2405) 

--and Brecht associates this march with Coriolan's own march on the 

people in the company of his squadron of "Bewaffneten" (2401). Aufidius 

supports Coriolan as Coriolan later supports Aufidius in the intention 

to crush and Dunish the rebellious people. The en tire war machinery is 

" 18 
thus revealed as the most efficient strategy of the ruling class. 

With Br echt, the anxious sympathy must lie exclusively with the deadly 

threat to the people's mo vement which has been so suddenly halted. 

5) The news of the i mpending war is pr ec eded by the news of the 

election of the tribunes, the first decisive triumph of the people over 

the senate ("Der Senat hat ihre Fordrung zugestanden" , 2404). This 

sequence had special significance for Brecht. The most active "Haufe" 

of desperate , hungry ci tizens has been dispelled by Coriolan ("Ich 

trieb ihn auseinander", 2403) when the messenger provides the complete 

J. bo t 19 t..urna u . 1'1enenius is stunned ("Das ist seltsam", 2404) and Cor iolan 

thrown into a new rage . This sec tion which , in Shakespeare, is hardly 



more than the a nn ouncement followed by Coriolanus' angry commentary is 

strongly emphasized by Brecht, and nearly doubled in size. The citizens 

come running together , celebrating their new l eaders and their new right 

. in den Sitzungen zu sitzen und Beschlu s se abzuschlagen ! 
(2404) 

Brecht's actual drama begins at this point; significantly , with 

the tribunes' decree "A bgeschlagen!" (2497) in response to the senators' 

proposal to grant the women a t en month mourning peri od for the d ead 

hero. In the meantime , however, the victory ap~ears brittle and th ere 

is a long way to go from that hope to this final decree. The ruling 

powers employ their most incisive weapon , the war machine , and it seems 

for a moment that t he people's movement is effectively aborted . In the 

original t ext which CGntres on Coriolanus, however, the tribunes ' 

success plays a quite diferent role. Fer Shakespeare, it is not the 

people's victory, but rather the impending war which provides dramatic 

relief, and the short announcement of the tribune's installation signi-

fies no more than a f oreboding of what Coriolanus will face on his 

return . 

In Brecht, the pseudo-unity of the Har effort projec ts no r elief 

at all, but a shocking deprivation and frustration. The people and the 

tribunes remain al one on stage . The tribunes in parti cular, having 

been the c entre of universal attention and political triumph , are sud-

denly left behind quite useless , "unerledigt herausst ehend Hie verle tzte 

D 
,,20 

aumen • Shakespeare , hOHever, whose "Citi zen s s t eal aHay" in the 
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face of Coriolanus' sarcastic challenge--taunting them to let their 

mutinous "valour" shine in the ba.ttlefield--leaves no vacuum, and no 

stunned silence . His tribunes are also of the sort who "steal" poli-

tically and , hard-core operators that they are, cap~ot but presuppose 

that their political opponents do likewise . They psychologize about 

Coriolanus ' behavior sneeringly. They clearly real ize that his willing-

ness to submit to Cominius' command is a cunning device to steal fame 

and glory , fo r 

Brutus Half of Cominius' honours are to Hartius, 
Though l'1artius earned them not; and all his 

fault s 
To i':artius shall be honours, though indeed 
In aught he merit not. ( 807) 

It is mos t evident , in light of events to follow, that the judgment of 

these fellows is false and s l anderous , and that they have no tools by 

Hhich to measure greatness. 

Shakespeare's tribunes are strangely ambivalen t. They know nothing 

and they know all. In their commentary, l"Ie find the eerie detachment of 

two vultures circling their prey : 

Brutus Being mov'd, he Hill not spare to gird t he 
gods. 

Sicinius Such a nature , 
Ti ckled Hith good success , disdains the 

shadow 
Hhic h he treads on at noon, ... (807) 

Despite their i gnorance of Coriolanus' magnitude, they speak as agents 



of his fate, and their HOrdS are highly ominous . They know the weak 

point of his greatness --his furious recklessness in speaking his mind- -

and they will use it agai ns t him as a deadly weapon when the time is 

right. Tne most powerful image of dramatic anti c i pation is that of t he 

hero standing in his OHn shadow when the sun is hi gh. This s ingle-

minded ma.'1 imoHs only of the hi gh sun and of no shadow: such is both 

hi s greatness and his guilt. The~e men, on the other hand , knOH only 

of the shadow: such is their baseness as well as their superior r ealism. 

The very fac t that they speak in this manner, in lurid quiet under the 

sun's eclipse , reduced to total ins i gni ficance waiting for the shadow 

t o r eturn , make s t his an extremely effective dramatic clos ing of the 

scene . 

Brecht's ' translation ' completely eliminates this vulture mental-

ity. Unlike Shakespeare's tribunes , his do not focus upon the hero's 

individual vul nerability, but on Rome's future , and upon the material 

value as well as the threat whi ch Coriolan represents in this respec t . 

Any personal or narrow political i nterest is excluded. Their critical 

overvieH approaches the wi sdom of the gods, the god s of material 

dialectics : 

Sicinius Ich harte , was e r sagte . Solch ein Nann i st 
G ef~hrlicher f Ur Rom als fUr die Volsker. 

Brutus Das glaub ich nicht. Solch eines ~1anne s 
Schwert 

1 s t mehr , a l s seine Laster schaden, wert. (2407) 
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Both are correct. Toge ther they display a truly 'political' knowledge 

of historical dialectics. In this respect , their concluding statements 

--remini scen t of a Greek chorus--also foreshadow the coming events . 

Coriolan mus t be dealt with according to his usefulness to the people 

of Rome . The present 'Widerspruch ', the armed conflict, has the histo-

rical priority, as does the material value of the war specialist, 

Coriolan. In this knowledge there is hope; in Shakespeare 's evocation 

of the shadowless noon there Has apprehension. Shakespeare raised fear 

for his hero where Brecht raises hope for the Romans . 



CHAPTER III 

Psychology vs. Social History 

The radical degree to which Shakespeare concentrated his dramatic 

efforts on his hero is indeed striking . Every scene, every person 

continually draHs attention th him, never aHay from him. The dramatis 

Dersonae are exclusively his friends or enemi es, commenting on the 

fascinating or threatening mystery of his existence . And the ac tion 

unfolds this myste ry to the point of its deadly ' solu tion'. It is then 

understandable that , among Shakespeare's works , Coriolanus came to be 

regarded as a gold mine for literary psychoanalysts. 

This character monodrama proved to be Br echt's greatest nroblem; 

for he had to steer the attention of the audience in the opposite 

direction , away from the hero and his heroic -pretense. His intention 

was to turn the tragedy of the hero in to the "Tragodie des Volks . .• , 

das einen Held gegen sich hat".1 In Brecht 's estimation, conc entration 

on the hero was perm i ssible only as 'Ideol ogiekritik', aimed at a socio-

historical analysis of his behavior. 

Brecht found psychological motivation and interes t in a dramatic 

hero and his ac tions to be symptomatic of individualist bourgeois 

tradi t ion. 

J ene Leidenschaft der Figuren , \-1elc h i m burger
lichen Drama d em Zuschauer Leidenschaft (in Form 
vom Ni t gefilh l) erregte, ist ilberfHlssig geworden, 
HO das Interesse an den Vorgltngen nicht mehr von 
In teressen an einem besonderen (das hei ss t in ir
gendeiner besonderen Ei genschaft stark ausgebauten) 
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Individuum abhgngt, sondezn der Situati on und ihren 
Funktionen zugewand t i s t. 

The "grosse l eidenschaftliche Individuum " itself became superfl uou s 
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where the function of the individual was reduced to answering ( Hith his 

necessary " typisches Verhal t en", ibid.) the questions posed by the com-

plete situational patteD! of the play . Shakespeare 's play , which rests 

on this "grosse l eidenschaftliche" and in "einer besonderen Ei genschaft 

[ , "d " l.e. , pn e J stark ausgebauten" individual, had to be compl etely re-

i nterpreted. In his theory concerning ' Theater und '.{issenschaft t t 

Brecht gives us the example of the passionate ' 11achttrieb'. Its drama-

ti c representation as a fundamental, unquestioned human passion access-

i ble only through ' Einfuhlung ' is, in Br echt's view, Simply substandard 

in modern theatre productions. He assumes , therefore , that a writer 

hishes to present the hidden moti ves of man rising to grea t influence 

and power: 

•.. wie soll er nun den ~usserst komplizierten 
/·iechanismus in Erfahrung

3 
bringen, mit dem heute 

di e Hacht erkgm-pft wird? 

The answer , of course , is through scientific knoHledge , primarily of the 

laws and facts of economics and sociology. However , to our initial sur-

prise , he states that "ein wichtiges Gebiet f ur die Dramatiker ist die 

p h 1 ' ,,4 _ syc 0 ogle . Brecht argues that the writer, in presenting the case of 

a murderer, faces the same problem as a judge, 

Die moderne Psychologi e von der Psychoanalyse bis 



zum Behaviorismus verschafft mir Kenntnisse, die 
mir zu einer ganz anderen Beurteilung des Falles 
verhelfen, be sonders wenn ich die Ergebnisse der 
Soziologie berUcksichtige und die Okonomie der 
Geschichte nicht ausser acht lasse. 
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The mention of the movement "von der Psychoanalyse bis zum Behavi-

ori smus " is inter esting i nasmuch as it refl ects Brecht 's own new ori en-

tation. There is little to be found in Brecht's work relevant to indi-

vidual depth psychology, Hhereas his 'epic' demonstrations can Hell be 

read as historical studies in behaviorism . The schizoid characters of 

Shen Te/Shui Ta and Mothe r Coruage are cases of socio-historical, not 

individual pathology. In Brecht 's theatre, the psychological make-up of 

a character refl ects the contradictions of its and our time: it pre -

sents the lesson. learned in social history, a l esson which (in tune with 

behaviorist opti mism ) the spectator is to unlearn. Bourgeois 'character 

plays' based on individual psychology would , according to Brecht, hide 

the historical--and therefore changeable--motivation, and have a soci-

ally paralysing effect on the audience. 

Brecht states in De r T1essingkauf , "Der Mensch i st das Ensemble 

a ller gesellschaftlichen Verhliltnisse aller Zei ten . ,,6 This expresses 

his principle law of psychology as well as of the structure of his 

theatrical character. It does not deno te a dissolution of the ' person' 

in the theatre in favour of allegorical types (Shen Te is ' goodness' 

confronted with 'capitalis t evil ', etc.) Nan's ' s ickn ess', his fru s tra-

tion and ali enation , remains Brecht ' s paramount inter est. In his philo-



sophical studies he writes: 

In den Hachsenden Koll ekti ven erfolg t die ZertrUm
merung de r Person. Die Mutmassungen der alten 
Philosophen von der Gespaltenheit des Menschen 
realisieren sich : in Form eine r ungeheuren Krank7 hei t spiegelt sich Denken und Sein in der Person. 

In order to cure this disease , therefore , a responsible Hriter must 

create i t s hi s torical consciousness. He mus t 'historicize' t he person 
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and his disease on s tage, which would imply the explanation of its gen-

esis and its eradication from our uresen t s tate of mind ( the so-call ed 

'Ver fremdungseffekt'). Thus, the person, like Shen Te or Courage , s im-

ultaneously evokes sympathy as well as a produc tive distance: t he 

person is the victim of hi storical struggles and yet--in direct opposi-

t ion to bou r geois tragedy and Hegelian dialectics--a provocatively un-

necessary victim. 

Brecht credits Shakespeare with omitting in his plays the kind of 

psychological motivation which endows the action with unity and 

' nec essity'. Thus the focus of the action--the character- -remains un-

reconciled nature , a battlefield of historical raw material. 

Shakespeare's theatre , Br echt declares, "ist a bsoluter Stoff. ,,8 The 

"wertvollen Bruchstellen, wo das Neue seiner Zeit auf das Al te stiess ,,9 

are Quite obviously open, to the annoyance of formalists and aestheti-

cists of all times. This, according to Brecht, r enders t he "Un t er gang 

der Feudalen", his main 'tragic' theme , s o constructively enjoyable. Of 

Shakespeare 's heroes--Lear, Richa rd III, f.1a cbe th, Antony, Othello- -we 
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read in Der Hessingkauf : " •.. sie aIl e existieren in eine r neuen "[elt, an 

der s i e zerschellen ".10 This holds true for Coriolanus a s wel l, at the 

end of his play, Brecht ' s tribunes veto t he sugges ted mourning period . 

The struggl e is over , the way is clear to look to the future . 

It is the purpose of this chapter to determine t he compatibility of 

Brecht ' s central character , historicized and de-psycholoe i zRd 1 with 

Shakespeare ' s dramatic intentions, as well a s Brecht's ' ability', in 

this respec t, to change Shakespeare ("Hir k~nnen den Shakespeare ~ndern , 

wenn Hir ihn ~ndern k~nnen . ") .11 

Empl oying W. Reich's anal ysis and terminology,12 the psychiatrist, 

Charl es K. Hofling , describes Coriolanus as a "phallic-narci ssi stic 

character". Hofling ' s reading should not be dismissed , it reveals much 

of the play's hidden symbol i sm . Ye t, quite apart from the question 

whether Shakespeare would have c onsidered it worthwhil e to dramatize a 

childhood fixation , the symptoms--" exaggera t ed displ ay of sel f-confidence , 

d · . t d .. t"" .. t ' t " th th . 1 ,,13 19n1 y an supenon y, narClSSlS lC preocupa lon Wl elr se ves 

--simply do not fit his hero . Hofling is guilty of the same mistake 

made by countl ess cri tics bo th before and after him, i.e., of allowing 

the comments of nearly all the secondary characters ( including Vo l unnia) 

concerning Coriolanus ' ' pride ' t o go unquesti oned . His ' pride ' and the 

manne r in ',hich it is unders tood by those around him pr esent a drama t i-

cally essential semantic anti thesis. Hhat the plebeains , tribunes and 

Hofling refer to i s colloquially t ermed an ' inflated ego'. However , as 
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was hinted above , there is no ' preocupati on with the self' in any sense. 

In this r espec t, Coriolanus is sharply contrasted t o the tribunes . When 

r eturning triumphant , with honours heaped upon him, he simpl e states : 

I have don e 
As you have done , that 's what I can : induc'd 
As you have been, that 's for my country . ( 812 ) 

He later displays anguished disgus t in having to ' show off' his wounds 

and scars. His "superiority" is not with reference to his OHn person , 

but with what Freud would call his ' superego'. i.e. , his conscience or 

ideals, and here , we shall see , Rome and Volumn ia play importan t roles . 

His s ense of identity is so thoroughly absorbed by his burning moral 

d Od ° ta 1 f h O ° 1 ° ° 14 eSlre , an sprlngs so spon neous y rom lS prlma unconsclOUS paSSlon , 

that there is no alloHnace for the establishment of an ego, i.e., the 

process of socializing the individual between the opposing formative 

forces of the primardial ('id') and the moral (' superego ,).15 

Such analysis, aided by Freudian conc epts, which in this case prove 

very useful as interpretive tools , l eads us to a complete reversal of 

traditional understanding : Coriolanus ' ego is no t inflated , it is ser-

iously deficient. Shakespeare 's ' pride ' i s indeed intended a s a tragic 

paradox , and this paradox is reflected in many Hays throughout the ulay . 

The most obvious of these paradoxes is that of the inviolable super-

man in war , and the he;Lplessly vulnerable "boy" in the political arena 

of his beloved Rome . At Har, he is at home and always a victor; at home 

he is at Har and always a loser. He takes Corioli single-handedly , in-
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flicting countless casualties, i ndeed , fil ling an entire army with awe. 

In Rome , at the ' rhetorical ' forum , two viciously placed words , "boy" 

and " traitor", prove fa tal blows to this seemi ngly invincible warrior. 

His f i ghting spirit (in view of his ideal superego) of towering rage 

is mi raculously efficien t in enemy action and , on the home front , fruit-

l ess and self-defeati ng . The contrasti ng image s of "Harring god and 

political dHarf are so provocative that we realize why some critics 

i nterpr et it as an intended comi cal or satirical di sparity.16 It is, 

hOH ever, eviden t that Shakespeare wished to aHaken tragic sympathy, no t 

laughter. Lesser men , the tribunes , Aufidius , all of them villains, 

slay Coriolanus . And e ven Volumnia's pl ea cautioning him not to be " too 

absolute " is ques tionable: 

If it be honour in your wars to seem 
The same you are not - Hhich f or your best ends 
You adopt your policy - hOH is it l ess or worse , 
That is shall hold companionship in peace 
\-l ith honour , as in war ; since that to both 
It stands like a re~uest? ( 827) 

This pi ece of sophistry Has desi gned by Shakespeare to persuade his 

audi enc e t o favour Coriolanus ' choosing to be a truthful rather than 

deceptive statesman. Ve are aHare that t he t emporary suspensi on of 

social rul es and roles in conditions of Har alloHed Coriolanus to be a 

free agen t, and that the victor Hould necessarily become the vi ctim Hith 

the re -instat ement of the statutes. Hi t hou t those rul es , "his war" (in 

Volumnia ' s HOrdS ) can become the r eal medium of ideal, archaic-Roman 

valour ; the fre~uent references to Homeric heroism are more than meta-



phors. The anci ent gods are present or , to be more exact: J1ars and 

Cor iolanus become one. The ta~ing of Corioli reads like a fairy tale,. 

and during the march on Rome , the fo rmer enemy clearly enjoys his god-

l i ke status among the Vol sc i ans . However, t he moment Coriolanus re-

turns and comes under the j urisdiction of laws and habits once again, the 

gods l eave a nd the he ro is l eft powerless. Shakespeare 's portrayal of 

t he rules regulating social i nteraction is mel ancholy. They allow such 

tribunes as these to thrive, and they suppress human greatness. They 

favou r the deceitful spirit, dissembling, strategems, and they destroy 

t he spirit of truth and the language of the heart. Language ha s a fun~ 

damental role in this play which we shall later have to e xamine mo re 

closely. Coriolanus' language is heroic action, the language of the 

sword , and wh en, back in Rome , action becomes l anguage- -

Voluwnia ... for in such is busi ness 
Action is eloquence ( 827) 

-- -it is a convincing , double-dealing language to Which Coriolanus is a 

total stranger and with which he can be mani pul ated like a child. 

3ut l anguage , of course, is also the medium of the establi shmen t of 

an operative ego in soc i e ty , and here , Shakespeare implies, Coriolanus 

neve r matures , nor doe s he wish to ma ture. This absolutism , this 

angry i nsi stence on remai ning a strange r in the r eal Rome , in favour of 

an i deal Rome , is his guilt and i nadequac y. He is unwilling to mee t the 

real Roman soci ety on its own ground t o then become productive as its 

l eader. At t i mes when the people exPect a fathe r t o guide them ( as was 
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the Renaissance concept of a good l eader) he r emains the angry young 

man. Th ere are , in fact , good psychological and philosophical reasons 

for this , as we shall furthe r see but, as faT as He can de+.ermine , no 

socio-poli tical reasons as such. In Shakespeare, the Jatricians have a 

posi t i ve insight into the ideal of human socie ty and governmen t --Menenius , 

Hith his fable, is their spokesman--despite ha ving become negligent of 

their duties. Coriolanus , however, absorbed by hi s ideal of fi ghting 

valour, do es no t recognize this social i deal of producti ve harmony. 

1'[e shall nOH examine Brecht' s reaction to the psychological back-

ground of thi s Shakespearean hero. Brecht consisten tly s eeks to turn 

any instance of psychologi cal interes t in Coriolanus in t o historical 

i nterest . At the end of act IV, stands Aufidius' important reflection, 

So our virtues 
Lie in the in terpr etation of the time ; ( 838) 

suggesting the opportunist 's response to Coriolanus' claim to a t i mel ess 

heroic i deal. Brecht's subtle change, 

Und unser Hert hiing t ab von dem G ebrauch 
Den unsre Zeit macht von uns. ( 2480) 

i s quite sign i ficant . Here , the en emy wh o speaks is vas tly superior to 

Coriolan in historic -materiali stic i nsight and, therefore , gains a 

deadly l everage against the hero. The knowl edge that "J,;acht verkommt 

durch l'1acht "- -a very close translation (i bid .) --noH assume s a ho pe ful 

meaning , a promise of change and pr ogress. The mel ancholic and rathe r 
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nihilistic connotations in Shakespeare are eliminated , particularly 

because Aufidius , in contrast to Coriolan , is elevated in stature . In 

both versions , Aufidius knows Coriolanus intimately, whereas Coriolanus 

knows very little about Aufidius or , indeed , himself. In Shakespeare , 

Aufidius considers three moti ves for Coriolanus ' mi sfortune which present 

a climax of dee pening perception: 1) pride , 2) defect of judgment, and 

3) the deeper disposi tion of his "nature , / Not to be ... one thing"--

... not moving 
From t he casque to the cushion , but commanding 

Deace 
Even with the same austerity and garb 
As he control l ed the war. ( 838). 

Brecht could not be expec ted to r e tain t he psychoanalytical descent into 

the s ecret of his pe rsonality. The assessment of his Aufidius hinges on 

one princi ple: 

Der j'ann hing ab vom GlUck und konn te GlUck 
Nicht Dutzen. (2480) 

Coriolan is a man of the past , and the past is a time of "GlUck" promot-

ing ' selves ', self-interest and group interest, of constan t struggle for 

power. This is also the essence of the 'Har-and-peace ' antithesis in 

Brecht, although he plays this down as much as possible. The time has 

come for the forc es of peace which rul e with the words of reason , not 

with swords . Anyone armed with the old warring spi rit attempting to 

disrupt peaceful progr ession will be destroyed by these time s . Brecht 

manages to invert ShakesDeare ' s value rel ationship of war-time and peace-
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t i me rul e--peace , in Shakespeare ' s context, denotes a continuation of 

war on a debased and viler level ( as Has shorm) to which Coriolanus is 

too proud to condescend . 

The vehicle of scheming psychological warfare is language , 

"eloquence". In order to t ransform it into the required l anguage of 

reason , it was necessary for Brecht to fundamentally change its agents , 

the tribunes . His tribunes , therefore , s peak the reasonable , unemo-

tional lanf-Uage of constitutional reform and of social law. Brecht's 

most radical changes and deletions occur i n the speeches of the tribunes. 

In act III, ii i of the Shakespeare text which corresponds to Brecht · s 

ac t III, ii, Sicinius and Brutus are engaged in a lengthy discourse 

planning strategy t o be used a gainst Coriolanus . They instruct and 

Aedi l e to organize a crowd for the proposed verbal attack and vote 

whi ch should 

If I say fine , cry fine , if death , cry death. (828 ) 

Their purpose is to 

Put him to choler straight ... 
. .. Being once again chafed , he cannot 

Be reined agai n to t emperance , then he speaks 
~~at ' s in hi s heart , and that is there which looks 
With us to break his neck . ( 828) 

Hhere , in Shakespeare , the tribunes speak forty-one lines in prepara-

tion for the arrival of Coriolanus , Brecht has onl y five of strictly 

l egal confirmation, 



Brutus Dies sind die Obl eu te der \~ahl bezirke? 

J(dil Ja 

Brutus Has t du die Liste aller Stimmen , die sie 
vertre ten? 

J(dil Ja, hier ist s ie. 

Sicinius Und hier kommt er. 

(Es treten auf Coriolan, 11enen ius, Cominius und Sena toren ) 
(2455) 

Brecht thu s comnletely alters the meaning of peace-ti me confrontation 

in Rome : a new, responsible l eadership is at work , a truly collective , 

unbiassed, matter-of-fact type of poli tician Who contrasts , to the point 

of ridicule , with old-time, s ocially unfounded egomania. The old spiri t 

of "I alone! " or "tie alone !' (including the patricians) clashes with the 

new d emocratic law which heralds a prosperous future for the city.17 

For Brecht , the 'I alone' pathos is obsolete pseudo-heroism. wnile this 

s pirit may well find t emporary asylum, and e ven glori f ication in the on-

going wars, it is ful ly and most obviously compromised ( even to the 

natricians) where peaceful social l eadership is at stake . To further 

clarify this point, Brecht adds short dialogue s such a s tha t in act III, 

ii , when Coriolan makes his second a ttempt to win the consulship: 

J(nil Hart eure Tri bunen! 

Coriolan Erst mich! 

Burger Erst er! Wie i mmer doch : erst er! 

Sicinius Nun gut , sprecht ihr! 



BUrger Erst ich , dann das Gesetz ! 

Beharrt nicht auf der FOl~ ! (2456 ) 

In Brecht's r eading of Shake speare , Coriolanus ' spiritual absolutism 
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represents a grandiose absurdity and an embarrassment to the patricians 

themsel ves who are trying to adapt their policy to the new spirit and 

time , and Hho are busy to ' sell' themselves and hide their true passions 

and motives (I'.'lenenius!) . Thus , even in the confrontation between 

Co riolan and the patricians , Brecht reverses Shakespeare 's value j udg-

men t as he did in the i nstance of Coriolan and the tribunes. It can at 

l east be said of the patricians that they mo ve Hith the time s and betray 

a degree of good sense and r eadiness to compromise. In these forum 

scenes , Brecht ' s re-evaluation of Shakespeare's "lonel y dragon" is 

especially striking , Brecht carefully eliminat es Shakespeare ' s paradox 

of the isolated individual , ' banished' from home and humanity, which 

carries a superior psychological and philosophical wei ght and is s i mnly 

much more interesti ng. Coriolan's rage is quite unprovoked and thus 

borders on the absurd : 

De r H~lle tiefster Schlund verschling das Volk, (2457) 

It stands out as the self- expression of one whose heroic i s olation is 

not , as in Shakespeare , of a fatefu l or ' tragic' quality, but a ma tter 

of free choice in a false and hi storically out-dated consciousness. 

Hha t he di splays, in Brecht's estimation, is the monstrous gl uttony of 

a monstrous god ; and Brecht then strengthens this material basis of his 
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behavior by several references to his eating habits. When the ' god' 

threatens to destroy the city, the anxious Menenius , who kno'·/s him best, 

suggests that he should "erst gut frLIhsttlcken " before being confronted 

with pl eas to make peace (2482 and 2484). Accordingly, his first ve rbal 

onslaught directed at Sicinius (a fairly close translation): 

Du .Hund 
Von einem Tri bun , und du Tri bun von Hunden! 
Du Dr eck des Drecks ! Lump , dessen Augen hungern 
.'ach meinem Tod ... (2457) 

merely r efl ects his own aggressive 'hunger ', Hhereas, in Shakespeare, 

this descri ption fits the tribunes and their actions quite well. In 

Shakespeare, the tribunes are not only vengeful and bloodthirsty, but 

also Healthy (and therefore dubious rep'resentatives of the poor). And 

their behavior is, quite uncannily, that of vicious dogs: they hunt 

dm-m their man , attack where he is mos t vulnerable, and once he is 

banished and about to l eave the city, they (unnecessarily) send the mob 

after him, to 

•.• follow him. ,.with all despite. 
Give him deserved vexation ... (830) 

Brecht, of course, struck this from his version and ends the scene with 

the joyful exc l amation of the people: 

Der Feind de s Yolks ist weg , ist weg! 
(Sie werfen ihre KopfbedecJ<ungen in die Luft, 2460 ) 

Here , Brecht employs one of his mos t successful principles of 'dialectic' 
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adautation : he deprives the he ro's utterances and actions of their 

objective foundations and thus allows them to boomerang . He truly 

ali enates them from our contextual understand ing . 

Brecht handl es Coriolan's r eaction to his i mminent exil e similarly : 

Nay mother, 
re is your anc i en t courage? You were used 
say extremities was the trier of s pirits; 
t comm on chanc e s men could bear ... 

Your son 
1 or exc eed the common , or be caught 
h cautelous baits and practice. ( 830) 

Nein t1utter 
-:;" 0 ist der al te HL!mm? Her l ehrte mich , c.=..s s 
Gewohnliches Un gHlck und gewohnliches GlD:k 
-;las f Ur geH()hnliche Leu te sind? 

. .. dein Sohn wird 
En tweder ungewohnlich handeln oder 
Den kl ei nen Prakti ken d e r geHohnlichen Ar: 
Zum Opfer fallen. (2460f) 

In Shakespeare, this "ancient courae;e" pitted against "common men " has 

full heroic validity. Coriolanus is mindful of his r esources to cope 

with absolute di saster: expulsion from his mother-Rome. His desire to 

be above the "c ommon" Hi th its "cautel ous bai ts and practice " '" of whi c h 

he has just had mo re than a sampling , is quite commendable in this con-

text , while deepening the sense of his mi sfortune and lon eliness. 

3recht's translation , hOHever , e ffects almost the opposite . The hero 's 

speec h ha s no defini te t a r get. There is no objec tionable 'C eHl)hnlich-

keit' nor "kleine Praktiken" to Hhich he mi ght fall victim, as he doe s 

in Shakespeare 's versi on . Brecht also strengthens the purely subjective 

quality of the hero's claim through parody : the obnoxious r eiteration 

of "geHohnlich" ( 5 t i mes ) rendering it an obsession . Parody i s also the 
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"al te Numm" as a translation of "ancient courage"; this ideal of his 

yearning soul is reduced to the jargon of a retiring social caste, It 

also subtrac ts any real seriousness from the matter. J·1ost i mportantly, 

howeve r, Brecht removes any serious imuact of the expulsion itself on 

the hero as well as on t he sympathy of the spectator. Brecht' s Coriolan 

truly ' prides' himself on the enormity of his fate ; he feeds his ego by 

turning his defeat into an asse t. This underscores his typical insensi-

tivity to history , change and any kind of productive antithesis . Such 

disuosition of mind, of course , considerably weakens the motive for his 

march on Rome . We shal l l ater see how Brecht solved this structural 

probl em 

Coriol a~us ' arch- enemy , the people's collective of Rome , is inces-

san tly unde r furious verbal and finally mili tary attack. Brecht found 

this situation t o be the perfect gris t for his mill, a veritable god-

send for the purpose of his adaptation. HOHever , a closer look at 

Shakespeare ' s i magery should suffice to convince us that depth psychol-

ogy can provide better insight i nto Coriolanus ' furo r than can soc i ology. 

The recurrent imagery in Coriolanus' vituperative l anguage fal ls 

into the three basic categories of disease , physical repulsion ( esueci-

ally bad breath ) and of lower, contemptibl e animals. l'1aurice Charney 

claims that all of the disease i magery in the play , e.g ., 

you dissentious rogues 
That rubbing the poor itch of your opinion 
l1ake yourselve s scabs ... ( 806) 



is derived from the idea of the healthy body-state of t1enenius' fable. 18 

However, the greatest portion of these i mage s are Coriolanus' and do not 

refer back to r'1enenius' conc ep t of a healthy state, but rather to a 

homogeneous elite. A Coriolanus r eady to " pluck ou t the multi tudinous 

tongues " ( 824) i. e., the people and their voices , f rom the body of the 

state is hardly conc erned about. its health in 1\1enenius' t e1.Jns. Coriolanus' 

healthy body is that of his own i deal self, and as he rages at the in-

sufficiency of the people and their right to live, he transforms them 

into symbols of his OHn insuffici ent real self. He consequ ently rages 

at supposed substandard (animal and weak)tendencies in his own nature, 

denying them the right to exist. 19 

One must remember that Coriolanu s is indeed a very young man seek-

ing his identity, with a t empestuous single-mindedness , in the heroic 

goals set for him by his mother-Rome . The most viciously calculated 

blow dealt him by his antagonists (causing his death with minutes !) is 

certainly Aufidius' charge " thou boy of t ears " (844) . These words play 

on his self proclaimed superego of manly independence: 

I 'll never 
Be such a gosling to obey i nsti nc t; but stand, 
As if a man were author of himself, 
And knew no other kin. ( 840 ) 

His frustration with himself explodes i nto fury . For he, Coriolanus, 

knows all too well that he, in the confrontation with his mother and 

Wife , has just succumbed to the natural i nsti ncts of the child and 
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husband ; that he "sat too long", allowing the "woman ' s t enderness " ( 841) 

in him free rein. Aufidius thus devilishly spills forth on the market 

place what the hero's secretly anguished sense of defeat ca~not deny , 

yet which to us, and perhaps even to Aufidius , is the most human , hon-

ourable and truly noble quality in Coriolanus' nature . 

It is now quite remarkable to discover how closely his i mages of 

the people correspond to this image of himself, especially to his de-

sire to cleanse himself of all i nstinctual, passive and appe titive ten -

dencies in his nature . Thi s Harrior, unafraid of death in battle , is 

deathly fri ghtened of the infection, decay a nd death of his spirit sym-

olized by the people. The recurrent motive of the people ' s bad breath 

signifies their contaminating spirit infesting his own. They are a 

"mutable , rank-scented many " ( 822) t a disease, like "measl es" to be er-

adicated. This Coriolanus vows to do with every word and weapon he can 

muster: until his own last breath 

... shall my lungs 
Coin HOrdS till their decay against those measle s ... (823 ) 

And this he does in the following manne r : 

You common cry of curs , Hhose breath I hate 
As reek a ' th rotten fens, Hhose love I prize 
As the d ead carcasses of unburied man , 
That do corrupt my air ; I banish you ... (830) 

The psychological symbolism of the corrupting scent of 'cur's ' breath 

and, espec ially unburied men, of the ve17 idea of ' banishing ' the people, 



is unmistakable. His preoccupation with cleanliness poin ts to the same 

uhenomenon. As everyone shouts forth emulations of his victory, he can 

onl y say 

I will go -..... ash . 
And when my face is fai r, you shall perceive 
Vl hether I blush or no. (813) 

The peopl e , in turn , are admonished to 

wash their faces 
And keep t heir t eeth cl ean . ( 819) 

This is anal ogous to the frequent animal i mages of instinctual a nd moral 

20 baseness together with the implied ' nobl e ' opposites (lions , ea gles, 

etc .). Psychologically, the most interesti ng of these i mages , however, 

are those of the hydra f or the people, and the butterfly-dragon for him-

self. The pl ebeian hydra , "the beast with many heads" (830), is en-

tirely comurised of tongues , mouthes and voices which, by implication, 

multiply even while being cut back . His battle against it, though in-

ward , is neverthel ess Her culean . But Coriolanus is no Hercules canable 

of d ecisively fe ndi ng off naturally or evilly rampan t pow ers . He is a 

hiv,hly vulnerabl e yO'.lI1g man , and the c entral motive of his wounds has , 

the r e fore , a double function. They signify the god-like invincibil ity 

of a soldier and the c hild-li ke vul nerability of a man striving to 

r eal i ze his i dentity . They can be construed , psychologically, as 

wounds of honour which b€ must protect , by any means , from the t ouch 

a nd intrusion of t he hydra 's "multi plying sua,m" ( 812). He cannot 
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"stand naked" be fore it, his wounds were not inflicted "for the hire ... 

of their the plebeians breath" (818). His hi ghly precarious s ense of 

honour, the c ondi t i on of his 'open wounds', breeds his typical a ngui shed 

r evul s ion of t he anci ent custon i mpli ed in th e s t r i king explana t ion of 

the "third ci tizen": 

... for if he show us his wounds and t ell us his 
deeds, He are to put our t ongues into those 
Hounds and speak for them; (819) 

The most inte r esting i mage for Coriolanus' Dsychol ogical vulnera-

bility is that of the butterfly. Cri t ics r epeatedly r efer to the sc ene 

in which young Ma rti us t ears a part a butterfly as an expression of t he 

hero's i nnate fi erceness and a ggressiveness. The actual meani ng of t he 

butterfly is vividly reveal ed Hhen j,jenenius, in act V, iv, speaks of 

Coriolanus as a butterfly which, exiled, a s sumed the shape of a drag on. 

I nwardly, Coriolanus r emains a delicate and vulnerable butterfly. His 

furio us a8gr ession is direc t ed towards his i nner self: he tears himself 

apart. 

Br echt do es everythin g to r everse t he inward direction of 

Shakespeare 's text. The real (hi s toric material) c onflict between t he 

hero and t he peopl e is never to be doubted. Coriolanus' aggr essive ir-

rati onal i magery mus t have posed a consi derable probl em fo r Brecht, 

espec i a lly because he could not change it wi t hout compl e t ely r ewr iting 

all of the hero' s s ueeches. It seems that no t even Brecht quite under -

stood t he i nward ben t of t hi s i magery. To take , f or example, t he funda-



mental category of 'coHardly' animals (hares, geese , etc.), Brecht 

Hri tes that the references to the plebeians' cowardice are "nicht be

grundet von Shakespeare ". 21 Hence, in his translation , Coriolan 's im-

aginative invectives are a nchor ed neither in the subjective nor in the 

b · t · d · t· 22 f h· . o Jec lve con 1 lons 0 lS experlence. This do es not neces sarily 

mean that Brecht l eaves us with 'blind' i mages. When he translates: 

Ihr Kroppzeug! Dessen Atem ich schon hasse 
Wie den Gestank von Sumpf und dessen Liebe 
Ich sch~tze wie das Aas noch i mme r nicht 
Begrabner Feinde . Ich ve rbanne euch! 
Und hier sollt ihr mir bleiben mUssen , angs t
GeschUttelt, euc h bekackend , Henn ein Helmbusch 
Von ungeHohnter Farb im Tor auftaucht . (2459 ) 

he eliminates image s pointing to Coriolan's i nne r struggle (like the 

' corrupting of his air ' by the stench of rotting bodies) and streng-

thens crude aggression (" bekacken "). What r emains is historically and 

realistically unfounded ideology of high and low, pure and impure , 

strength and Heakness. In t he mirrors of the images we cannot r ecog-

nize Brecht's plebeians or Coriolan's own 'heart '. The central phrase , 

"Ich verbanne euch! " , is then exposed to the historical i rony , and even 

ridicule, of a rul er who decides to dismiss his rebelli ous people. 23 

Brecht consequently ends this scene with a preDosterous r e velation : 

it is for him the spectacle of a ruling class driven to the extremity 

of r evealing the historical absurdity to Hhich it has come . He could 

not allow any psychological r elativity to in trude into this historic-

material event of the highest order. Afte r all, the unprecedented can-
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ishmen t of a leading uatrician by the people of Rome was the Doint of 

both Plutarch's and Shakespeare's stories as it had attracted Brecht in 

the first place. In the vote-begging scene (II , iii) which p r ecede s his 

banishment , Brecht accordingl y streng thens the role and impact of the 

pl ebeians considerably . ';/hereas Shakespeare hardly presen ts the pl ebe -

ians as dialectic partners , l eaving only Coriolanus' anger and anguish , 

Brecht fully eJiploys them in open confrontation . He turns Shakespeare ' s 

n on pl ussed "vooo citizens" into enlightened pedagogues. In the t eaching 

24 
of Marx , enlightenment of and by the masses precedes the revolutionary 

act . This sCene mos t closely r esembl es his early dialec t ic plays . 

Br ech t ' s citizens stand in a sociall y productive reality--they are 

"Flickschuster" , G~rtner" , e tc .--Coriolan does not ; he simply wants to 

have thei r voices and has no inte r es t in thei r "Gewerbe " as such : 

Coriolan Hahaha ! Ich studi ere d i e Gewerbe hier, 
Herr. Di eser Herr ist ein FlicKschuster, 
und was seid ihr , He r r ? 

FUnfte r BUrg e r Ich bin ein G~rtner , He rr. 

Coriolan Und Has lehrt euch eure Gewerbe , was den 
Staat angeht , d e nn hi e r soll t ihr etHas 
fUr den Staat en tscheiden . ( 2440) 

Coriolan has no insight whatever into that "hich is clearly communicated 

to the audi ence , i.e., that human, social "Gewerbe" is the state. His 

• interest ' provides him im muni ty to the t eaching of the gardener : 

FlInfter B-:.!rge r Herr , me in Garten l ehrt mich-
Di e s kl e ine Reich der Beeten und Rabatten -
Dass sel bst die edle Rose von j·jilet 
Von allzu lIppigem Wuchs besc hnitten sein muss 
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Soll sie gedeihn. Auch muss s i e si ch drein finden 
Dass Kohl und Lauch und allerlei Gemtise 
Von niederer Abstammung , doc h zi emlich ntitzlich 
An ihrer Seit ihr Wasser abbekommen. 

Coriolan ',la s soll das hei ssen, Stimme? 

Ftinfter BUrge r Der Garten mUss verwildern , d~chte man 
Der koniglichen Rose. 

Coriolan Danke f Ur Bel ehrung . Und nur noch eins: 
Die S timme , Stimme l ( 2440f. ) 

This parable of ' c oillmunism' is Brecht ' s answer to Shakespeare's ilenenius 

fable . Coriolan simply r e fuses to understand its relevance for t he 

presen t and, more i mpo rtantly , for the future of Roman society . To 

accentuate thi s dimen sion , Br echt re-introduces a "Hann mit Kind" (2439 ) . 

Hence, we understand thereby that society must provide for its chil-

dren and not prepare the 'day to their demise by el ecting a Har speci-

alist as l eader . Soci ety must also t each its children to judge and t est 

its l eaders . Brecht offers and ingenious comment on the traditional 

vote-seeking ritual . Shakespeare , we r emember, used the custom to de-

monstrate the hero's vuln erabl e self-consciousness , and his fear of con-

t ami nating or alienating the ideal of his heart. 

Mann ( zeig t dem Ki nd Coriolans Toga): Das ist die 
schlicht e Toga , mit der s i e s ich auf dem j'1arkt 
bewerben mUssen, Terzius . Sie hat keine Taschen, 
damit er kei ne Stimmen kaufen kann , hahaha. 
Sonst mochte er sie vi ell eicht kaufen , wi e? ( 2439) 

A custom such as this is a constructive i nnovation of t he people. It 

seeks to i nsure tha t the candidate r e veal his true merit, and to pr e -

vent the cunning purchase of votes. Br echt reverse s Shakespeare ' s i m-
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plicit criticism : for Shakespeare, the commodities in the marke t place 

are the wounds of the heart , for Brecht, the votes of the peopl e . In-

genious as this may a ppear, it r emains a mi sconstruction. The cunning 

dealer ' s spirit may be that of Meneni us and the ruling class in urinciple , 

but it cannot be that of the hero, not even in Brecht's version. We 

mus t remember tha t Brecht's title f i gure is, in fact, an embarrassment 

to his fellow patrici ans because he l acks political strategy and proves 

i ncapable of Hinning the people's submi ssion through clever rhetoric and 

pl ayac t ing. 

Brecht has successfully suppressed Shakespeare's hydra i magery with 

its i rra tional connotations . It occurs only once , inconspicuously 

("Das ~i er mit vi el en Hiiup t eTI1 st1)sst mich weg" , 2460). Ins t ead, he 

stresses and expands the limited animal i mages which r efer to Coriolan 

encircling and devouring the city. Thus , typically , he concludes the 

decisive scene l eading up to Coriolan's banish~ent with Brutus' decree 

Ergreift die Vipe r 
Di e eine Stadt entv/)lkeTI1 will, urn all es 
In all em drin zu sein ! ( 2449 ) 

The deadly threat of a 'hero' monstrously groHing into the total-

ity of Rome (i.e., ' hydra ' properti es are transferred to Coriolan ) 

while possessing its people, demands the exc l usive in terest of both 

Brecht and the audi ence . Of course Brecht interpre ted the scene with 

youn g ;·:artius t earing apart the butterfly accordingly: it is to r efl ect 

his fath er' s ag~ression tOHard othe r t ender life, and hi s lust in play-
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ing the maste r of life and death. Even Virgilia , the boy's mother , noW 

comments : 

Ein kl einer Schl~er i·1adame. (2408) 

And Hhen Menenius later describes Coriolan himself as a butterfly 

assuming the shape of a dragon , Brecht translates : 

Dieser V!arci us i st aus ei nem l1enschen ein Drache gel·lorden . ( 2486) 

ConseQu en tly, He W1d erstand that Coriolan had been a "Mensch" in 

Menenius' eyes as l ong as he onl y threatened the people; however, 

nOH that he threatens Menenius and his friends , he becomes a "Drache " . 

Brecht turned sJ~bolic psychology into an ali enating effect revealing 

and exposing the subject of the speech , not its object. 

Brecht could not allOH any t endency towards i nwardness , spiri tual 

struegle , or even youth to explain or excuse Coriolan's words and 

actions . Sh~Kes0eare ' s absolute morali s t had to be portrayed as an 

i mmoral absolutist negating communal life and hi s tory. }~ow then did 

Brecht handle the i rradi cably fundamental reference to the hero's 

youth , the "boy" who mus t be a man , the filial obed~ence t o his mother? 

The anSHer is Quite surprisi ng : he permits psychopathology to take care 

of t he entire compl ex by insisting on an Oedi pal rel ationship behleen 

mother and son . 

As for Sha~e speare 's i nt erest in this mother- son relationship, 

Plutarch su ~Y~\li e s the motive : the paradox of the fi erce Harrior and the 
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known his father and that his mothe r developed and disciplined the mar-

tial Roman virtue s in him. Shakespeare draws his conclusion from this 

i nformation that Coriolanus ' spirit and valour spring from the sole 

source of his mother: he den tifies Rome and Volumnia in the boy' s 

mind . 25 Rome is his mother and his mother s Rome, He gi ves all his 

heart and service to his mother Rome . The i dentity of mother and Rome , 

the libidinous base and t he idea l superstructure , permitted no . develop-

ment of an ego. But it is Coriolanus' tragedy that hi s mothe r is no t the 

ideal his heart has made her, and that she , in her doubl e identity , 

turns a gainst him. Correspondingl y , it is Volumnia 's tragedy to f ind 

that her son , in Hhom she has implanted her fervent Roman ambition , has 

taken her too li terally ( see the folloHin g chap t er ' s di scussion of his 

problem wi th the established l anguage ) and destructi vely t urned against 

her. 

Shakespeare ' s Volumnia i s a fi e rcely domi neering woman Hho , Hith 

her erotic cult of battl e , Hounds and death , 

The breasts of Hecuba , 
v,'hen she di d suckle Hector , l ooked not l ovl i er, 
Than Hector's forehead, when i t spit f orth blood ... ( 80S ) 

has forced the yOU11g boy in to a mould Hhi ch is not natural to him ; for 

He must bear in mi nd that he has chosen Virgilia fo r his wife Hhose 

sympathetic feminini ty is hi s mo ther's exact opposite.
26 

The praise 

heaped upon Vol u.rnnia by most of the critics is therefore truly amazing . 



She is no longer the arch-Roman matron cel ebrated by Pl utarch. I'Then 

she ' disciplines ' her son for the last time , in the great rhetorical 

feat men tioned above , her methods are more than questionable : 

There is no man in the world 
Hare bound to ' s mother, ye t here he lets me prate 
Like one i ' th ' stock. Thou hast never in thy life 
ShoHed thy dear mother any courtesy , 
Ahen she , poor hen , fond of no second brood , 
Has clucked thee t o the Hars , and safely home , 
Loaden Hi th honour . (841) 

64 

Volumnia takes advantage , as she has always done , of her son ' s l ove and 

gra ti tude tOnards her. She has all-lays made him fulfil l her desires , 

bring home to her all the HOUJlds in which she revels ("0 he i s Hounded, 

I thank the gods for ' t ". 815) and display them in pursuit of political 

pOHer , Hhich is strictly against hi s natural inclination . She then de-

mands "courtesy" for such a "dear mother", "poor hen", as she stylizes 

hersel f , that has " cluc1~ed " hi m "safel y home " from the wars , Hhi l e , in 

fact , she did everything in her pOHer to send him to his death. For we 

have j ust wi tnessed her as being outgoi ng and tri~~pr~nt when she knew 

him to be in battle , in the grip of death ; and it was Virgilia Hho 

stayed at hone in silence , praying for his safe ty . Volumnia demands 

this ill-founded "courtesy" from him in order to final l y achieve her 

latent goal : his death--for Rome . Hence it is Shakespeare's supreme 

tragic irony that she thus becomes the actual saviour of Rome , a cele-

brated heroine who has made the ultimate sacrifice . Coriolanus' simpl e 

love cannot lL'!derstand her ; he r HOrd is to him the HOrd of Rome . He 
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Rome -"';-uch he has come to avenge can speak wi th hlo tongues; but only a 

dim aHareness of hav"ing played some t errible .role weighs upon him .. and 

he senses that his end is near. 

Shakespeare's psychological probing leads to questions of moral 

truth. Brecht's interest in the antithesis of moral appearance and 

moral reality nicked up the ' alienating ' devices in Shakespeare 's por-

trait of Volumnia and strengthened them by implications of pathological 

deviation, But a gain he shuns individual psychology: all three genera-

tions , mother, son , and the child , j·Tartius, are sadists. i-There 

Shakespeare's Vol~~nia says , 

11ethinks I •.. see him pl uck Aufidius down by th' hair; 
( 808) 

Brecht 'translates ', 

Virgilia, ich seh ihn die s en Aufidius einfach schlachten . 
( 2408) 

Father and son are, in the same scene, " Schl~ger". It is Brecht's con-

viction that the moral- usychological makeup of the ruling clas ses is 

degenerating through static, anti - hi storic rule, and that 'health' is a 

property of the class which uroduc es . The urge to suppress and possess 

others through bondage is a destructively pathological human desire . 

The class structure of our soc i ety invites its free and sometimes epi-

demic development ; Na zism Has , for Brecht, the s uur eme e xample and proof. 
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Sexual bondage is one form of pathological possessiveness . Brecht 

employs this motive, espec ially in ac t V; - whenVolumnia uses the full 

leverage of Coriolan ' s dependence on her to have her way : 

So Hirst du deine Vaterstadt betreten 
Indem du erst auf deiner l'jutte r Schoss tri ttst 
Der di ch auf diese \o/el t warf . ( 249 1) 

Shakespeare speaks of hi s "mother's "lomb / That brought thee to the 

world" ( 841) - - the new accen t i s clearly noti ceabl e. Br echt's correla-

t ive is the "Huttersohnchen" ( 2495)--Aufidius' accusation that makes the 

secret public. 3recht, who cut the f i fth act s o drastically, uses 

Coriolan ' s lamentable pro t estations that he is no "Jiiuttersohnchen" ( re-

peated three times) as his climax: the definite d emythologi zation of a 

hero. The i deal superstructure immediately collapses as the ma t erial 

basis is r eveal ed--sexual bondage , and sadi sm beneath the avenging 

furor. There i s no shred of sympathy l eft in the spectator fo r thi s 

hero Hhen he meets his death, Hhereas He do sympathize Hith the anguish 

evoked i n the Shakespearean hero by the accusation " boy". 

Again, however, Brecht faced probl ems Hi t h his new conception of 

Volumnia Hhich he was unable to solve convincingly. Volumni a is, after 

a ll, the chief advocate of the presentation on the market place (vi eHed 

posi t i vely by Brecht) and she is decisive in averting the threat of 

death faced by the people of Rome . She i s , after Brecht ' s heart, a 

realist with shrewd political cunning , though of the wrong party, and 

h th f tt ' t k h " t ff t" t " t 27 h " e ere are a e;npt.s 0 rna. e er ll1 0 an e ec l ve pa no , oplng 
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to gain another critical contrast to Coriolan in the process. Volumnia's 

advice in the vo t e-begging scene, 

Sohn 
Ich hab ein Herz, so wenig matt wie de ins 
Doch sagt mein Him mir, wann ' s die Zeit fUr Zorn ist 
Und auch, "Hann' s nicht die Zei t ist. Lass dir raten! 

(2451 ) 

is undoubtedly full of political wisdom, whereas in Shakespeare's text , 

there is only bitter contemplation of 'time' playing Hith the heart's 

truth. It is difficult to see the sadism and political Hisdom as func-

tionally and psychologically compatible in Volumnia's character. It is 

even more difficult to believe that Volumnia , confronted in the last 

act wi th the fruits of he r OHn "Hork- - her son and the deadly threat he 

Doses--can become the real tragi c figure: 

Ich darf nicht den Hi mmel bitten 
Dass du siegst, Sohn , Has ich doch dUrfen musst 
Und nicht, dass unsre Stadt siegt , Has ich 
Auch dUrfen milsst ... (2491) 

--UD to the final rejection and 'tragic' breakthrough , 

Unerse tzli ch 
nist du nicht mehr, nur noch die t~dliche 
Gefahr fUr alle. Hart nicht auf den Rauch 
Der UntenTerfung! \-lenn du Rauch s ehn Hirst 
Dann aus den Schrnieden steigend, die jetzt Schwerter 
Hide r dich schmi eden , der dem eignen Volk den 
Fuss auf den Nacken setzen Hill ... (2492) 

Here , Brecht lends her his OHn perspective. Even his "erster Burger" in 

act II, iii (2437), had believed in the hero's irreplaceability. Thus , 
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Brecht , in debasing the hero and exposing him to our contempt, raises 

his mo ther--with whom he had too closely associated him previously--to 

trap,ic stature. The necessity of these shifts and changes , from 

Brecht's point of view , becomes clear. Their validity and consistency , 

nithin the framwork of the entire play, remains uncertain . 



CHAPTER IV 

The Probl em of Language 

One of the most imDortant themes in Shakespeare ' s play is , as 

previously stated , the problem of 'language '. This problem encompasses 

the contradiction of a truthful and ' political' language , and the in-

tima te connection between this political language and a functional 

lrJ10wledge of others and of one ' s OHn self . To demonstrate the conse

quence of this circumstance in Shake speare 's text, we shall trace it 

through the Hork , and then e xamine Brecht 's response . 

Coriolanus I loneliness is closely associated Hi th the Droblem of 

a shared language. A common language , among other things , accomodates 

man , provides him with an ego conditioned among egos, and establishes 

social identiti es with roles of interaction. Coriolanus has no such 

language and , because of its characteristic untruthfulness, never de

sires it. This explains the disastrous lack of understanding behleen 

himself and all others. It is one of Shakespeare's most fasci nating 

paradoxes inasmuch as friend and enemy al ike s peak of nothing but 

Coriolanus , and he of nothing but his friends and enemies in relation 

to himself. It is evident that Coriolanus has no r eal knowledge of 

the Deople, nor even of the two individuals whom he embraces with al l 

his heart , Auf idius and Volumnia . Aufidius is the villain who slays 

him in the end , and Vol umnia' s s pecific 'Romann ess ' remains unknoy,rn 

to him. Wh en he defi es the citizens and meets with her criticism, he 

is stunned : 



I muse my mother 
Does not a pprove me further, who was wont 
To call them woolen vassals ... ( 826) 
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She only ' called them ' s o, whereas for him , language is the revelat ion 

of the hea rt, as Henenius states : 

Hi s heart ' s his mouth 
;'Fha t his breast forges , that his tongue must vent ..• 

( 825) 

The compl ex operati ve human l anguage i s ali en to him. He has no acc ess , 

therefore , to i ts s peakers , s o that Volumnia , Aufidius and the patric i ans 

become posi t i ve absol utes , whereas the tribunes and pl ebeians become 

negative ones. It can be said that he stQmbl es to hi s death over 

purely strategic HOroS like "trai tor", "J·:artius" (instead of Coriolanus), 

" mother's Homb" and "boy". These are flung at him as bait , and he, the 

lingui s tic absolutist , instantly takes the hook , and is finally caught, 

The supposed absolu te cla i m in a relative social context frustrates him 

rel en tlessly, and can be illustrated by the folloHing passage: 

First Senator 

Coriolanus 

Bru tus 

No more woros , we beseech you , 

How no more? 
As fo r my country I have shed my blood , 
No t f earing outward force , so shall my 

l ungs 
Coin HOroS till th eir decay aga i nst those 

measl e s, 
Whi ch we disdain should t e tte r us , ye t 

sought 
The ve ry way t o catch them. 

You speak a ' th neopl e , 
As if you Her e a god to pun ish , not 
A man of their infi rmity. 



Sicini us 

Henenius 

Coriolanus 

Si cinius 

Coriolanus 

Cominius 

Coriolanus 

' Twere well 
' . .[e l et the people kno ' w. 

Hhat , what? His choler? 

Chol er? 
\lere I as pa tien t as ... etc . 

It is a mi nd 
That shal l remain a poison where it is, 
Ko t poison any further. 

Shall r emain? 
Hear you this triton of the minnows? l-1ark 

you 
His absol ute shall? 

. Tvlas from the canon . 

Shall ? 
o good ... patri c i ans ... (823 ) 
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and he launches a l eng thy (23 lines) furious tirade about "his shall" , 

"hi s peremptory shall", "his popular shall", etc . The senator, Henenius 

and Sicinius s~eak ful l sentences attempting to ge t the situati on in 

hand . But Coriolanus on l y picKs up certain woDis , quite harmless in 

their context , against which to hurl his quixotic attacks . Thus , iso-

lated and reuititious (Shakespeare isolates and exposes his words also 

by breaking his lines ) , their s i gn ificance is entirely different and 

stems from quite another system of meaning . Herein li es the deepest 

source of Coriolanus ' lonliness . He pours forth boundless cascades of 

words like blood from his heart (his own analogy!) to rid his country of 

their inner enemy , common "infirmity" and corruption . Yet he moves no-

thing and no one , and since no one understands him , only ' unwise ' or 
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'hostile' is registered on the social scale of values . At the same time 

he becomes hopel essly entangl ed in a few strategically placed words. His 

s peeches do not succeed in rendering him the heal er of a diseased society, 

as Has intended, bu t rather its victim. The problematic a nalogy of HOrd 

with sword occurs for t he firs t time , foreboding the c oming events, near 

the beginning L~ the following exchange : 

Brutus 

Coriolanus 

Sir, I hope 
l1y words disbenched you not? 

No sir. Yet oft, 
Hhen blows have made me stay, I fled from 

words. ( 817) 

He know he will find no escape from words in Rome. Language becomes 

the elemen t of act i on , the decision "to be or not to be" depends on the 

verdict for or aga inst it. Coriolanus does not recognize this ; he has 

no knowl edge of himself, since he avoids, with certain disgust ( as we 

have seen), establ ishing a sociali zing ego. He has neither the intention 

nor capacity to soliloquize , as doe s Hamlet , i. e ., to contemplate and 

come to terms with his existential dilemma. He speaks only one short 

1 
soliloquy as compar ed with Haml e t's seven l engthy ones. He in s tinct-

ively shrinks from exposing his war deeds to contaminating words--prai se 

and eulogy--as he shrinks from exposing his wounds to t he public, as re-

quired. He f eels, with i mmense passion and even anEuish, that his blood, 

as it flowed from his wounds, had n othing whatever in common with these 

strange words he hears ; his scars become "nothings monstered " with words 
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(817). His Hounds Hhich reveal his service for his country must now 

be sh own to serve his country's l anguage , customs and ideology. He is 

expected to present them on the public stage and also to speak his 

Dart: 

Coriolanus It is a uart 
That I shall blush in acting , and mi ght 

Hel l 
Be taken from the people. 

Brutus ( to Sicinius) Hark you that? 

Coriolanus To brag unto them , thus I dia , and thus; 
ShOH them the ' unachin g scars , whic h I 

shoul d hide 
As if I had received them fo r the hire 
Of their breath only! 

And yet he "must" speak his part: 

Coriolanus Wha t mus t I say? 
I pray vou Sir? Plague upon't, I cannot 

bring 
Ny ton,gue to such a pace .. , (819) 

Menenius insists that Coriolanus , as an honest soldier , is "ill 

schooled / In bolted l anguage " ( 826), something the common man sh ould 

2 understand. But Henen ius too, has little understanding of his friend 

as does Vol umnia Hho expec ts him to "speak / To the peopl e .. . ": 

But Hith suc h HOrdS that are but roled in 
Your tongue , though but bastards , and syllables 
Of no al l oHance to your bosom 's truth. (827) 

There is nothing of the awkHard soldi er about him; his vehement ange r is 
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expressed in the mos t powerful, precise and rhythmically splendid 

speeches of the play . And to demand, as does Volumnia, that this man ' s 

" tongue " Droduce "ba.stards", is to expec t that he betrays 

Some harlot's spirit . 11y throat of war be turned 
... into a pipe 

Small as an eunuch ... A beggar ' s tongue 
l·:ake motion through my li ps. .. (828) 

V01UITLl1ia should knoH how helpless this man , her son , must be on the 

political market place Hhere Hounds of war and heart are bought and sold. 

The dealer's or "bee;gar's tongue ", hOHever , is understood by its advocates 

as t he "good tongue "--Sicini us pl eads Hi th r·lenenius in act V, i, to use 

it in imploring Coriolanus for merc y (838). 

\-lhat can now be said of Shakespeare ' s i mplici t j udgmen t of 

Coriolanus' mind and action? He presents a great asocial hero and 

' small' social people. Their ' socializing ' language is compromisine;, in-

consistent and l ends i tself to dishonesty. But theirs is a language of 

life, and Coriolanus ' is the lanvuage of death : he is unabl'e to lay dOHn 

his SHOrd . Ideally, it is he who is ri ght: 3 the truth of hi s heart 

s eems to have little chance Hith his felloH man . The people vote f or him 

one mi nute and against him the next. The patri cians first eulogize and 

then Hi t hdraw from him. The Volscians make him their god , then slay him 

as their bi tte r es t enemy . And Coriolanus changes ' costumes ' rapidly: 

from armour to robe to beggar 's garb . We then understand the exclamation 

o wor ld, thy s lippe ry tur ns ! (832) 
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which begins his short soliloquy, only too well. 'ole also apprehend, t o 

a degree, his anti-democratic furor in act III, i: 

Must these have voices that ... 
.•• straight disdain their tongues? 

(822) 

Practically and politically, however, Coriolanus is, of course , wrong. 

He does not understand that by refusing to "act" the parts assigned to 

him (he remaims exactly the same in all his costumes) and by not allowing 

others to act theirs he becomes (like Lear) the "unaccommodated man" who 

can only banish or be banished. From the di stance of his own ideal super-

ego, he sees only despicable language roles, not the people who use them 

to 'accommodate' themselves and each other. And accordingly, he cannot 

perceive himself as a functioning person, but only as a will. The 

people, therefore, do not bec ome visible to him from behind their "voices". 

Throughout his 'campaign' in act II, iii, he addresses them with cruelly 

unjust sarcasms as "voices" ("here come moe voices", "worthy voices", 

etc. ) Such scornful remarks sharply contrast with their friendly, harm-

less behavior ("He hope to find you our friend", "The gods give you joy 

sir heartily", 820). With him, the world is dehumanized and becomes a 

battlefield of beasts; the people as "the beas t with many heads" is op-

posed by a "lonely dragon" (830) whose isolation is much more pronounced 

4 
than in Plutarch. This rigidity of absol ute will, along with his absence 

of self ( -knowledge) does not allow him to learn. 5 John Dover Wilson, in 

his introduction,6 insists that Coriolanus ma tures before meeting his 
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death, and that he realizes, for the first time, his responsibility to 

"the very life of family and country".? And when--following Volumnia's 

appeal --he 

[holds her by the hand, silent] (835) 

he "comes to know himself", in ;"r ilson' s view, "and to understand the 

, f I' f " 8 meanlng Ole But such a man would not again react in precisely 

the same way to the word. " traitor" as in his first crisis in act III. 

He would not seek to prove he is not a "boy", as charged, by reminding 

the Volscian soldier how he took 'the very lives of his famil y and 

country' • 

Coriolanus' silence , however, is an even more interesting and com-

plex matter. It is more than likely that he shares the inmost secrets 

of his heart not Hith his mother, Volwnnia, but with his gentle wife, 

Virgilia, who speaks s o little in the play, and whom he addresses on his 

return from Corioli as 

my gracious silence (815) 

Silence reigns where all social and heroic language and warfare ceases , 

and all his torrential outbursts are directed against those who disturb 

his dream of a higher poe try of life , and of a silent community of noble 

hearts. He could not "act" a part of "eloquence" at the marke t place, 

as we have seen. But, in the end, he comes to see--yet not to understand! 

--that by such singl e-minded and supremely 'rhetorical' enforc emen t of 
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his dream, he has indeed played a role, a role which led him nowhere ex-

cept to "disgrace": 

Like a dull actor now 
I have forgot my part ... ( 840 ) 

It is the actor who forgot his lines who holds Volumnia's hand in silence. 

Coriolanus' mystery is Coriolanus' silence. Neither he nor anyone else, 

with the possible exception of Virgilia, understands or refers to it. 

It is continually buried under the mountain of words designed to grasp 

it. Coriolanus, it seems, is Shakespeare's most radical attempt to 

exclude any knowledge and self-knowledge of a great protagonist from a 

play's action and reflection, thereby l eaving the 'mystery' open to 

our creative imaginations. 9 

If we compare this c omplex picture of language in Shakespeare's 

play with that in Brecht's version, we find it reduced , sometimes with 

bold, determined strokes, to quite a simple, basic pattern. In examin-

ing the l anguage of Brecht's citizens and tribunes, we find a clear 

correspondence throughout between words and historical r eason, and be-

t ween words and the material content of the political s ituation; whereas 

the words of the nobility, with the exception of Coriolap, are wielded 

as strategic instruments of power. Their ' rhetorical' function s erves 

to camoflage their pol itical function. Coriolan alone shuns the dis-

guise:, "(Er] h~lt ... zu keiner Re gel keines Spiels." (24)1)). The lang-

uage of militant aggr ession and suppression. of self-love and possess-
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iveness no longer conceals its true purpose. The effect of this truth-

ful language is one of mortification for the nobility, and optimism, in 

view of such self-condemnation, for the people. Shakespeare 's tragi c 

antithesis of the lonely, destructive, heartfelt language , and the 

' social' scheming l anguage of self-interest is completely revoked. 

In both versions, the quaIl ty and ethics of public speech, the · 

"action" on the market pl ace of Rome, is of the essence . The rhetorical 

language of self-interest, however, becomes with Brecht (as shown above) , 

the sole property of the ruling class , with their principl e spokesman 

the "Sch(5nredner", Henenius. His concern is with the "Hie" and not the 

"Has" of words (act I, i, 24(0 ) . Volumnia pu ts it more bluntly in ex-

pl aining to her son that it is 

dir j etzt auferl eg t •.• , 
Zum Volk zu sprechen und dies mit Horten 
Die weiter nicht als von der Zunge kommen 
3astardgeburten, Lauten nur und Silben 
Ganz unverbindlich ••• 
Verleugne deine Natur , denn diene Freunde 
Sind in Gefahr - und sieh Ehre darin. (2452) 

The language that rules is purely manipulative, even the class oriented 

concept of "Ehre " is nothing more . Such language seeks to rul e t he 

market pl ace by ruling out its true material concerns: 

Sicinius 

Brutus 

Nun, wir sind hier 
Auf freundliches Vernehmen, und wir sind 
Nicht abgenei gt, den Gegenstand der Sitzung 
Zu ehren und zu f1)rdern. 

Um so lieber 
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Henn er fortan dem Yolk mehr Achtung zeigt 
Als er's bisher tat. 

Das geh8rt nicht 
Ihr h~ttet besser nicht gesprochen. 
Cominius hBren? ( 2433) 

her. 
Holl t ihr 

This is one of Brecht's typical insertions. The nobility determines 

the form of public speech I and the function of this form is to avoid 

true public interest. Truthful language is ' non-language ' and "geh8rt 

nicht her"--a rather provocative alienation device. 

Howeve r, Brecht's hi s toric-dialectic understanding of the t ext 

renders the antithesis of linguistic truth and untruth, i.e., of need 

and maniuulat ion, obsole te in view of the new clashing antithesis of 

outsuoken truths. The rulers' true sentiments are aroused by the new 
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spokesmen of the ruled. tIe then witness the crucial revolutionary pro-

cess whereby basic truths of socie ty are forced into the open. Hence, 

Meneniu s is so comically ineffectual; he is outdated; everyone sees 

through him and his antics. By comparison , we mus t remember Shakespeare 's 

sad implication that s ocial wisdom, of which Menenius is the sale embod-

iment , has become comical, and assumed the shape of an old drinker and 

joke r who is completely disregarded by all. In Brecht, Menenius speaks 

the language of the old antagon ist which arouses glee ; the new antagonist 

is Coriolan, and he speaks the l anguage of the battlesword. 

The l as t Quotation above also shows how Brecht took careful pains 

to elimi na te any manipulative quality from the language of the people 

and their spokesmen . Their's is a truly social , co-operative means of 
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they speak. Brecht's version contains no fundamental language problem 

as does Shakespeare's. On the contrary, language enunciates factual 

truth even where it tries to hide ·it. Accordingly, the metaphysical 

fear of words in Shakespeare's hero becomes a morbid fear of words in 

Brecht's: 

Oft 
}lenn Schl~e mich verweilen machten, floh ich 
Vor Horten. (ibid.) 

Fact and reason in words now confront and challenge much more effect-

ively, and no force can annihilate them. Words like "Verrliter", 

" f'luttersBhnchen" and even "Korn" (among Brecht's addi tions ) drive the 

hero to a powerless fury. In challenging Coriolan , Brecht's tribunes 
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do not manipulate him, yet he feels himself subversively manipulated and 

attacked. In spite of their attitude, he refuses to listen to their 

words, but automatically, and defensively, suspects "ein Komplott" (2443 

et passim). An interesting example of Brecht's re-working of the 

Shakespearean text, in this respect, is Brutus' use of 

The noble house 0' th' 11artians ; from whence came 
That Ancus Martius, Numa ' s daughter's son, 
~fuo after great Hostilius he re was king •.. etc. (821) 

Shakespeare 's tribunes flagrantly misuse the 'noble name'. They in-

instruct the people in psychological warfare during the short pause be-

tween the two phases of the battle on the market place ; the citizens are 
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to nretend that, in voting for Coriolanus, they had been misguided by 

their deep respect for his noble ancestry , but that they must now retract 

their votes since they realize that he did not live up to his great name. 

It is a cleve r plan to divide the enemy, i.e., t he patricians , as well as 

Coriolanus' own conscience. In Brecht's version, the name of Martian is 

not used in a secret, strategic planning session, but in open confronta-

tion. And this confrontation, again, is not that of warfare, but of 

appeal: 

Sicinius 

!1enenius 

Coriolanus 

Coriolanus 
Ihr stammt vom noblen Haus der l1arc ier .•• 

•.. Und aus dem selben Haus 
Kam Publius und Quintus, gute HkLnner, 
Die uns durch R~hren gutes 'dasser schaff ten • 
Ich bitt euch nun, eh ich in Volkes Namen 
Hier meine Fragen stelle, der beli ebten Ahnen 
Euch innigst zu erinnern. Coriolanus 
Soeben liefen in den Hafen unsre 
Kornschiffe ein aus dem besiegten Antium. 
Die Fracht ist Korn. Tribut und Beute aus 
Dem blutigen Volskerkrieg. Was, edler Marcier 
vlUrdst du als Konsul tun mit diesem Korn? 

Gemach nun, t1arcius! 

Das ist ein Komplott! (2443) 

The contrast could not be more radical, Shakespeare's tribunes use the 

name of Hartian to destroy Coriolanus, Brecht's use it to invite the 

productive potential of the candidate . Shake s peare's tribunes associa te 

the name hyPocritical~y with abs tract nobility, thus using it for their 

own egoistic purposes; Brecht's tribunes a s sociate it with concrete 

material achievement and usefulness. The name mean t ' suppliers of 
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water' in the past, therefore , should it not mean suppliers of corn in 

the future? A child could not be guided with more pedagogic understand-

ing: "Has , edler ;·larcier / HlIrds t du ... tun .. ?". Menenius and Coriolan, 

however, cannot afford even such gentle questioning, the latter only 

understands insult and attack: 

Mir hier von Korn zu sprechen ! (2444) 

and 

Ein Komplott, ich wusst es 
Die l"iacht des Adels zu besei tigen! (2447) 

Thus it becomes clear that Brecht make s Coriolan fully responsible 

for his i nability to cope with public language; he eradicates the impli-

cit criticism of this language in Shakespeare's text, and therewith one 

of its central themes. Accordingly, the market place, the forum of 

public speech and decision, takes on a new function in Brecht's adapta-

tion. We no longer watch the grea t war l eader exposed and helpless, 

like a fish out of water , in the strange political elemen t of words , but 

find a stubborn power-monger who defensively stonewalls and hurls 

counter-claims when faced with the just claims of the people. In 

Shakespeare, the market place is a battlefield where the war hero has 

no chance; in Brecht , only the war hero himself behaves as if it were 

such. He is the only person who does not see and cannot understand that 

the market nlace is the people 's place, and that it is his very function 

here to answer to the people , and give them a convincing account of his 
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leadership goals. He does not s ee--as the audi ence sees--that the pur-

pose of the mar ke t place is to assemble the people for poli tical deci- . 

sions. I n this case , with Brecht, the place of questioning t he candi-

date bec ome s a tribunal. He took pains to have the tribunes proceed 

with complete constitutional logic, by posing sensible, clearly worded 

questions and passing j udgment without a trace of malice or any other 

subverting emotion. Coriolan's response to this exemplary sober exami-

na tion: 

Ihr Hunde! Ihr verkrlippelten SBhne 
Des A ufruhrs ! . •. (2446) 

All the dangerous emotionality and irrationality which made the language 

of Shakesneare 's people and tribunes so base is noW in Coriolan's lang-

uage only. 

This would explain Brecht's re-evaluation of t he 'language of the 

heart' which is such a positive quality with Shakespeare 's hero. To 

begin with, Brecht eliminates Shakespeare's direct references to this 

l anguage , including the mos t i mportant one by Menenius: 

His heart's his mouth ••• (825) 

Brecht wished to prevent t he t raditionally ideal connotations of the 

i mage . ]1oreover, Coriolan was to speak his mind, which was that of the 

class enemy. The emotional irrati onali ty of his language , Brecht im-

pli ed, reveal ed the absol ute individualist. Brecht , therefore , knows no 

irreconcilabl e di ffer ence between the l a nguage of the heart , and the 
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market place. If there is a difference , it is the latter that truly 

counts, and which can expect that the heart be pu t into it. The custom 

which demands the wounds received in battle be translated into the lang-

uage of the market place is a custom which make s sense . Brecht's 

Coriolan defies such. logic of productive communication , and he defies 

the people 's custom . The context, as well as a f ew well considered cuts 

and alterations in the modern version, turn Coriolan 's behavior into 

tha t of a primadonna, and of a tyrant. Where Shakespeare's Sicinius 

be trays an aggressive insistence on "ceremony" ( the people will not 

"bate / One jot of ceremony", 818), Brecht's simply says , 

Das ist Sitte. ( 2435) 

Brecht allows even Henenius more reason than could be expected of him: 

Ich wollt, Ihr fUgtet Euch der Sitte. Tut 
\{as aIle Konsuln vor Euch ta ten. Tut 
Nicht mehr noch weniger, ( 2436) 

He employs this striking antithesis, Sicinius! Menenius versus Coriolan, 

as an ali enating device, to expose the egomania of a l eader who chooses 

not to speak to his people, and Who treats their institutions with 

contempt: 

's ist eine Rolle 
Die ich nur mit ErrBten s pielen kann. 
Solche Spektakel sollte man ihnen nehmen. (ibid.) 

Shakesveare's he ro , too, refers to a part "that I shall blush in acting"; 
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but whereas this blushing--a very common metaphor in Shakespeare--speaks 

for his nobility of heart and becomes him well, the l ess frequent, effem

inate "Err/Hen" exposes the f undamentally -private interest in his actions 

to something close to ridicule. Public speech is the means of public 

progress; its denial , in Brecht's vi ew, is treason . Brutus sums it up : 

Du siehst, wie er das Volk behandeln will. ( ibid. ) 

Brecht found this remark among the scheming whisperings of the tribunes. 

By isolating it at the end of the scene, he makes it truly public, and a 

disclosure of the purpose of this entire important scene. 

Such rehabilitation of public speech, such condemnation of one who 

"fled from words" ( 817), renders Shakespeare's two most intimately con

nected motives, role-acting and silence, useless . In Shakespeare's 

text, Volumnia and Cominius seek to help the young idealist ih his new 

role of eloquent action: 

Come, come, we'll prompt you. ( 827) 

Brecht cuts this. He also eliminates the tragic c onsequence of the hero's 

inability to sneak his social role: the discovery that his own language , 

which no one understood, was that of a strange and destructive role, and 

the ensuing loss of even this language ("Like a dull actor now, / I have 

forgot my part", 840). Accordingly , knowledge , self-knowledge and the 

probl em of understanding and communicating the truth ( of minds and of 

hearts) are no longer theme s in Brecht's adaptation . Silence . at last , 
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the inner core of Shakespeare's verbal battles, bears no message in 

Brecht. The climactic moment when Coriolanus' revenging furor is broken 

by his mother, and he (holds her by the hand, silent) (842), does not 

occur in Brecht's version. Virgilia, Coriolanus' "grac ious silence", is 

reduced to a somewhat unnecessary good wife; Brecht translates this ad-

dress, for no apparent reason, without its context. To him, a human 

truth outside social interaction and, accordingly, language , is unaccept

able. 



CHAPTER V 

Conclusions 

One of the most efficient of the word-baits that Coriolanus, as 

the linguistic absolutist, readily takes, is certainly t he charge 

"traitor". It is closely dependent on the concept of "Rome". In 

Shakespeare's text, both terms are used with a perfect ambivalence. 

Brecht offers an equally perfect , yet definite understanding. His 

answer to the question of t reason, and of what Rome is, is as conclu

sive as his new ending. 

In Shakespeare's play, all parties--especially the tribunes , the 

patricians , and Coriolanus--claim to speak and act in the name and 

service of Rome. But there is a Babel-like confusion as to its real 

meaning. For the citizens and the tribunes, Rome is the common people. 

For the patricians, Rome is another word for their nobility. For 

Coriolanus, Rome is an ideal. Shakespeare seems to implytha t the idea 

of service has been contaminated by private or group interest. The 

(wealthy!) tribunes speak of service, but what they s eek is to gain is 

power, at the expense of the patricians. The patricians, too, in 

speaking of Rome, serve nothing and no one but themselves. Unselfish 

service to Rome is found in Shakespeare's hero only, but he has lost- -or 

rather failed to establish--contact with social realities. The strong 

and harmonious unity of head and members, and of the real and the ideal, 

in the political body has become a fairy-tale which is no longe r be

li eved by anyone . The social body is sick and in danger of collapse. 

87 
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And Shakespeare leaves no doubt that the greater guilt lies with those 

who pursue private interest, not with Coriolanus. The loss of a great 

and inspiring idea of Rome, dramatically r epr esented by the death of 

Coriolanus, is felt and understood as the los s of Rome's light. 

Brecht, on the other hand , knows only one definition of Rome. \{hen 

the s enators cry treason and sedit'on ("Das heisst Rom bekri egen!" ,2448) 

they are challenged by the tribunes: 

Brutus 

Sicinius 

Wer ist Rom? Seid ihr's? 
Oder sein Yolk? 

Her sich am Tribunal 
Vergreift, verdient den Tad. ( ibid. ) 

Accordingly, there is no treason involved in the rebellion. Only 

Coriolan, its suppressor, is legally a "Hochverrl!.ter", "EmpBrer" , "Feind 

des Staats" ( 2446f. ) . His exile thus becomes a simple social and histo-

rical necessity. And as he goes, as an outlaw first and then through his 

death, he take s with him no indispensable truths or values. It is the 

very purpose of Brecht's adaptation to polemicize against the ideal 

superstructure of the real Rome, against the heroic and mythical. 

Shakespeare's anSHers to the hero's banishment and death, are decidedly 

melancholic. Brecht draws the opposite conclusion: full light, not 

da rkness, falls on the stage as the 'hero' with all his opp~essive myth-

ol ogy is removed. A r eal poetry and joy of life return to Rome, while 

Coriolan's fri ends s eem mortified that 

... die riel t wei t e r geht ohne 



Den grossen }~nn. Sie hBren ungern unsre 
Seilmacher, Bgcker und Sandalenschneider 
In ihren ~den singen bei der Arbeit. (2472) 

This, of course, is wholly Brecht's addition. He also eliminates 

Venenius ' warning to Sicinius who claims that the hero is "a disease 

that must be cut away": 

0, he's a limb that has but a disease: 
Hortal, to cut it off: to cure it, easy. (826) 
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Thus, in Shakespeare , the notion of 'treason' (although only applied to 

Coriolanus) is highly debatable: are these tribunes, with all their 

ha tred of this vi tal "limb" ("Pursue him to his house, and pluck him 

thence •.• ", ibid. ), not really the more dangerous traitors to the body 

of the state? Shakespeare seems to respond to this in the affirmative: 

the drastic expulsion will almost prove "mortal" to Rome. And is not 

their t ermite-like undermining of Coriolanus' strength a case of treason 

--against 'Roman ' nobleness, honesty and valour? 

Shakespeare , therefore, makes the citizens and tribunes much more 

responsible than Coriolanus himself for his march on Rome. He approaches 

the city like the god of revenge. 11enenius and Cominius, Shakespeare's 

good and perceptive patricians, immediately offer this interpretation. 

Brecht, however, does not hesitate to offer quite a different answer to 

the question: 'how can this formerly powerful, now banished patrician 

be motivated to turn agains t his own beloved city?' ~ He concludes that 

the hero pretends to serve the city and state of Rome while actually 

serving the ruling classes of all nations . Through the extreme provo-
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cation of banishment that deprives him of his basis of power , this con-

tradiction is forced into the open. The superficial alliance to Rome is 

discarded in favour of the fundamental alliance to the nobility: he 

t eams up with his fellow class member, the 'noble' Aufidius, against his 

own people. The initial judgment of the people (act I, i ) is proven 

correct: Coriolan is the "F'eind des Volkes" l by ~ definition. 

HBchst glaublich, so was! (2475), 

says Sicinius upon learning of Coriolan's approach, while Menenius still 

feigns to be utterly amazed: 

Er und Aufidius, das ist 61 und Wasser. (ibid.). 

Brecht cleverly captializes on the patricians' f earful, yet seeming 

'heroically' affirmative r eaction to Coriolan's threat of death and de-

struction to the city; his Sicinius informs the people of the truth: 

Seid nicht entmutigt. 's gibt 
Ein Pack in Rom , das gem bes~tigt s~he 
Was es zu fUrchten vorgibt. (2478) 

There is even more "Stoff" in Shake s peare that he could form in t his 

mould, i.e., Coriolanus' life-long fi erce love of his enemy, Aufidius: 

And later: 

I sin ,in envying his nobility: 
And were I ' any t hing but what I am, 
I would wish me only he. (806) 
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At Antium lives he? 
I wish I had a cause to seek him there .•• (822) 

--a typical Shakespearean anticipation foreshadowing the events to come. 

Brecht, of course, makes concre te: these are expressions of latent 

treason which is to become manifest. Shakespeare had pitted the con-

structive ideal of a universal Rome agains t the realities of a Rome in 

time and place; hence , his tragic paradox of the patriot , Coriolanus, 

seeking his Rome in Antium, the enemy's capitol. Brecht typically 

translates the Shakespearean tragic paradox into the provoking 

contradiction of historical dialectics. He could only achieve this 

through a drastic reduction of the complex associative structure of the 

text, and at the expense of the hero. For this hero had to be set up 

as a ·thesis' to be refuted and discarded by historical progress. 

This becomes most vivid when Brecht, after suc~ conclusions of the 

first part of the play (Coriolan' s banishment), finds himself compelled 

to restructure and rewrite the final act completely in order to present 

his final conclusions of the entire play. Rome mus t confront its enemy 

decisively; it must be rid of him once and for all to begin its own 

future. As the agent of such a confrontation, however Shakespeare's 

text offered only Volumnia, who had educated her son in the hatred of 

the people . Brecht, as already shown, stressed her furious party 

spirit, her sadistic delight in blood, death and destruction . Now he 

is forced to make her the victorious r epresentative of Rome and the 

principle of life, and to raise her to the imposing stature of the 
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arch-mother Rome, i.e., something close to the ideal image which 

Shakespeare's hero made of her. This is a serious flaw in the adapta-

tion, although it is difficult to determine if it could have been 

avoided. 

How does the hero finally fall? In Shakespeare's text, it is at 

the hands of "conspirators" hired by the villain Aufidius. Brecht's 

Aufidius is, however, a shrewd politician: he brings the crimes of 

the hero into focus rhetorically, with incisive help from the culprit 

himself , and the officers of his army then kill him spontaneously. It 

is important to Brecht that Coriolan be made fully worthy of his death, 

without a shred of sympathy left behind t o salvage him. The new con-

sciousness of the new time must necessarily be absolutely free of the 

ideology, hero-worship, etc., which he had symbolised. Whereas 

Shakespeare's last scene marks the end--indeed an end without hope--

Brecht 's had to mark the beginning. It is the only scene which is ex-

clusively Brecht's own, and its character is clearly Utopian. The will 

of the people becomes law, the "Antrlige" of the tribunes are passed in 

the senate , whereas those of the patricians are denied. The people's 

repr esentatives look after the daily business of government with quiet 

assurance, and when the news arrives that Coriolan has been slain in 

Antium , Brutus unemotionally--and successfully--moves 

Dass der Senat fortfahre mit der Sichtung 
Der t[glichen Gesch~fte. (2497) 

In Shakespeare 's version, even the enemy's lords cry out to the slayer, 



Thou hast done a deed whereat valour will weep. (845) 

Aufidius himself is striken with deep sorrow; it is decided that the 

slain warrior shall be given all the honours and memory of 

•.. the most noble corse that ever herald 
Did follow to his urn, (ibid,) 
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For Brecht , such a memo ry would contaminate the newly won freedom. The 

Consul who pleads in favour of a mourning period is censured as one who 

tries to stop progress. The tribune responds with the one word which 

ends the play: "A bgeschlagen". The curtness and seeming cruelty of 

this denial pro jects the harsh, yet envigorating, freshness of the new 

time that will give no chance to compromising reaction. 

Brecht's didactic purpose is fully evident in his treatment of act 

V, He uses the 'Fabel' , from the early beginnings of Rome and its con-

stitutional struggles, as presented by Shakespeare, as a model of 

understanding the social predicaments of our own present-day, and of 

achieving a free and productive future. We should not forget that this 

adaptation was intended for a Germany during the years after the war, 

The radicalism and single-mindedness of its purpose , the r el en tl ess 

pursuit of mythical preoccupations, and its likeness to a guide-book for 

political novices, certainly has much to do with its time and place of 

origin, and not, as t1cCann suggests, with the limited ability of the 

German public to grasp the complexity of Shakespeare's thought. 

From this point , therefore, we can draw our own conclusions as to 



Brecht's achievement. It was not the purpose of this study to minimize 

Brecht's adaptation in the comparison with the Shakespearean work. But 

such a comparison proved necessary to question the critics--and indeed 

Brecht himself--who claim that the adapto r and his work are closely at

tuned to the Renaissance model, and that the modern author completed, 

rather than fundamentally changed, the original. 

Brecht reduced the long and complex Shakespearean text by one 

third. He simplifi ed and clarified its structure ingeniously. He 

turned a tragedy of social disease (quite possibly the darkest of 

Shakespeare's works--his tragic hero is not even allowed t o understand 

his own demise)into a drama of social hope and liberation, in which the 

accents of political and moral guidance are very poi gnantly se t . 

Shakespeare's material is brilliantly alienated or historicized, espe

cially by t he method of contrasting the old text ( speeChes ) with a 

changed context, or the old context with a changed text. Herein, how

ever, we also find the beginning of Brecht's problems. For this adapta

tion can obviously provide its full fascination and intellectual stimu

l us only if we read--or see on stage--both version s together. To some 

extent, it remains de~enden t on the model to which it provides a re~ 

sponse. In reading it without this frame of reference, we are left with 

an antithesis to which the thesis is missing , and which therefore l acks 

interest. Any of Brecht's plays, of course, is dialectically structured 

or conditioned by such a 'thesis' of traditional consciousness. But of 

course it is much more difficult to incorporate and demonstrate a thesis 
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set up by another play than that which is present in the conc euts of the 

audience. In his 'classical' plays, for example, he was much more suc

cessful, having had t he freedom to confront this consciousness squarely, 

without the interference of some pre-establi shed (and complex) text. 

To exemulify the difficulty of integrating Shakespeare 's thesis, we must 

consider the following circumstance : Brecht had to refute Coriolan's 

claim to represent Rome , and in order to make this beli evable as a 

claim of· dangerous and seductive power, he had to retain his imposing 

stature. Brecht could not make this paradox work, for all he retained 

was the hero's supposed pride--now amounting to little more than 

arrogance. 

Nore importantly, the character of Coriolanus posed i nsuperable 

difficulti es to Brecht. He understood the play, as is common among 

critics of Shakespeare , as the Elizabethan playwright's closest approx

i inationto a political drama, and Coriolanus literally as the class 

" enemy of the people". Bu t, a s this study has shown, Shakespear e wrote 

a t ragedy of an apolitica l man , and not a political drama with interest 

in the people's cause and class struggle. The role of the people is 

much too small, in spite of Brecht 's additions, and the hero's individu

ality and stage presence is too powerful to justify such a reversal. 

With every action and character focussed on the hero ( and that Brecht 

could not change) the 'c ritical' reduction of this hero to a mere ob

stacle of historical progress would result in a structural mi sconception. 

Brecht's Coriolan, after all, is no longer a commanding , but a disquali-
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away from him so that his hollow pride stands exposed. Such r eduction 

of a central character cannot hold our in teres t for two hours of exclu

sive confrontation. Shakespeare 's dramatic i nterest in t he hero lies 

in the tension between 'right' and 'wrong ', whereas with Brecht, the 

hero is all Hrong and t he people are all right. Again, this l ed Brecht 

to structural inconsistencies. The most obvious one is the banishment 

of Coriolan immediately after he had saved Rome, winning a decisive 

victory singl e-handedly. In Shakespeare 's text, t his is compatible with 

the vici ous ingratitude of both 'rabble' and the tribunes. In Brecht's 

version, it is quite i mprobable that such good, unbiassed citizens 

would act in such an erratic manner. Coriolan's only crime, after all, 

was to use furious invec tives during the el ection campai gn. 'Good', 

reasonable voters would simply have withheld their votes. Just how un

reasonabl e those drastic measures were, is again born out by the basic 

plot structure: Coriolan is thus driven to return with an army and 

threaten Rome with des truction. 

The t h eme of pride i tself adds to the probl em . Brecht was l ed to 

believe the commen tators ( both within and outside the play ) who in

s ist that the mainspring of Coriolanus' words and actions is pride. 

And Brecht concluded that "bei dem r;enie Shakespeares", he could not 

afford to reduce this "Tragl)die des Stolzes"?-which he would have liked 

to do, sinc e such individualist passi ons and preoccupations detract 

from the vision of collective progress. In order to avoid the paradox 



of a blind motive as the central theme, he therefore presented this 

uride as egomania, and egomania as the anarchic will to suppress and 

possess. Simultaneously, however, he had to prevent any association 

of greatness, or even demonism, from entering the picture, since his 
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'epic' purpose was to demythologize a hero. Brecht had to show that his 

self-inflating pride was really quite unfounded, and since the other 

'productive' party, the people and the tribunes, is shown to be com

pletely unimpressed by his pretences, there is really no problem any 

more. The irony of it all is, of course, the fact that Shakespeare had 

not written a 'tragedy of pride' in the first place. This study has 

shown that Shakespeare's interest lies in his hero's heroic isolation, 

his' loneliness' and 'silence'. His fellow nobles, the citizens, tri

bunes, and even his mother, cannot accommodate him, although everyone's 

mind and fascination is focussed upon him. Stunned, they call his fer

vent inwardness 'pride'. Shakespeare clearly presents the opposite: 

Coriolanus' actions reveal uncommon modesty, humility, eager service to 

his country and its ideals, and a contempt, bordering on disgust, of 

glory and praise. 

The objection that Brecht was completely free to change 

Shakespeare's characters and motives wherever he wished is, at this 

point, no longer to be expected.. For it is clearly established that 

Brecht was quite wrong in assuming that Shakesprare is "von Natur un

klar. Er ist absoluter Stoff".3 Shakespeare's work is, on the con

trary, an amazingly intricate organism that cannot r eadily (and without 
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upsetting its delicate balance) be 'changed' by opera~ions, implants, 

amputations, etc. To give one imnortant example: the work's organism is 

enveloped, like a skin, by Shakespeare 's imagery, which fully and richly 

reflects the texture of meaning. Brecht who, after all, translated 

nearly ninty per cent of the text, made a f ew incisions (as shown) but 

could not exchange the entire 'skin'. He wanted to adapt , not write a 

new play. Thus, the language is often inconsistent with the altered 

meaning of the play. 

Brecht often hurt his vers ion, in comparison with Shakespeare's, 

equally as much by what he cut out as by what he left in. This study 

has attemp~ed to establish that Brecht, in his version, eliminates or 

ignores the following Shakespearean motives or layers of meaning: 

1) the problem, or double standard, of language as the vehicle of human 

expression on the one hand, and of social interaction of the other; 

the ambiguity of 'eloquent' action. 

2 ) the problem of understanding, of knowledge of self and of others ; 

Coriolanus does not know himself, and he is not known by anyone 

( with the possible exception of Virgilia) . Brecht clearly had to 

make this 'hero' known to t he people, they had to see through him. 

J) all 'psychoanalysis', or Shakespeare's involvement with a great man's 

hidden springs of word and action. 

4 ) the dramatic antithesis of war and peace, or the hero's tragic move 

from the "casket" to the "cushion". 

5) the threat to the body of the state by sub-human forces of destruc-
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tion ( Menenius' fable, animal and di sease imagery). 

Brecht was not only unable , in many instances, to reconnect the 

loose ends of these patterns of meaning in hi s new, superimposed 

' system ', but was also unable t o supply dramatic alternatives that would 

compensate for the loss. The dramatic fascination, e.g . of Shakespeare 's 

' negative' soul -searching ( above #2 ) could not be matched aestheti cally 

by Brecht' s enlightened, demystified picture of Coriolan as well as of 

Volumnia , Menenius, and Aufidius. The most drasti c aestheti c los s is , 

of course, that of the imposing stature of the hero. No one, not even 

Brecht, could have f illed the gaping vacuum created by the revocation of 

a commanding hero who gives the en tire play the aura of an inward mono

drama. Ernst Busch, the most famous actor in Brecht's company , conse

quently refused to play the fal l of a hero who was never given any kind 

of plateau from which he could fall. The same applies to the r eduction 

of the subsidiary figures. 11enenius, the sadly ineffective old drinker 

and joker who tells the pretty fable of a good and productive state 

becomes a slyly eloquent , upper-class speaker. Volumnia, the possessive 

and power-hungry mother, loses her rich but unified profile, in order to 

fill three di stinguishable roles which are hardly compatible : that of 

the unfeeling ' noble ' sadist , the wise politician (in contrast to her 

son ) who honours the historical moment, and the tragic mother Rome who 

finally confronts and conquers her own son. Brecht's citizens and 

tribunes ( practically his own creations) are too one-di mensionally 

'ideal'. as models of socially and historically productive behaviour, t o 
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compensate for the reductions and inconsistencies in the critically 

alienated aristocratic characters. Brecht assures us, in his ' Studium' , 

that 

wir k8nnen den Shakespeare gndern, 
wenn wir ihn ~ndern k8nnen. 4 

He has not proven, with his only complete Shakespearean adaptation, tha t 

'we' can. 

/ 



l GH , XV, 198. 

21 bi d, P • 73. 

3 GW, VIII, 1221. 

4_ b · -
1 ld. 
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state, that the imagination then substitu ted for itself an ideal Rome, 
and later, even an ideal Antium and Aufidius. 

13GW , XVIII, 1252. 

14Ibid , p. 1253. 

15rbid, p. 1254. 

16 Cf. Walter Sokel, ' Brecht's Split Characters and his Sense of 
the Tragic,' in Brecht: A Collection of Critical Essa s, ed t Peter 
Demetz (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1962 , pp. 127ff. 

17'Studium', p. 872. 

18In ' Studium', Brecht considers making use of the double aspect 
of this strategy: the force of ' necessity ' and the lure and exploita
tion of "naive Patriotismus, den man so oft bei dem gemeinen Mann 
trifft" ( p. 884). He suggests that two "Kriegsinvaliden, sich des 
gemeinsamen letzten Krieges erinnernd, .. sich umarmen, angefeuert von 
allen Seiten, und zusammen weghumpeln." (p. 885). 

19We read in 'Studium' that Brecht admired Shakespeare's idea to 
have Coriolanus introduce and inform the public of the tribunes' elec
tion: "Es ist ein wunderbarer Kunstgriff, dass Shakespeare die Nach
richt von der Etablierung des Tri bunats in den Hund des f·1arcius l egt." 
(p. 879 ). The fDJstration of the now fettered hero becomes immediately 
i mpr essive. But why does Brecht change what he so admired? Obviou~ly 
for 'dialectic' reasons: the deepest misery of the people is 'turned' 
into their triumph with the news brought by the messenger from outside, 
from the 'realm of history', so to s peak. This is now quite in accord
ance with !·jarx· theory of the revolution; the historical r eversal of 
the class roles occurs at the point of their mos t radical conflict. 

20 'St d· , u lum , p. 883 . 



1'Studium,' p. 877. 

2C'.v , xv, 193. 

3Ibid , p. 269. 

4Ibid • 

5:rbid, pp. Z69f. 

6GW , XVI, 593. 

7G~~ 
- ' xx, 61. 

8f'1.1 
~, xv, 119. 

9('. 1'1 
~, XVI, 592f. 

10Ibid , p. 587. 
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CHAPTER III 

11'Studium,' p. 879. 

12 Charles Hofling, An Interpretation of Shakespeare's 'Coriolanus'," 
in Interuretations, p. 84. 

13Ibid • 

14 
See the analogy of his own child, act I, iii. 

1~ven if we understand the ego with C.H. Cooley as a "looking
glass self" ( see P.R. Hofsi1ttter , Fischer Lexikon der Ps cholo ie 
Vrankfurt am t1ain: Fischer, 1957) , p. 81 , denoting the establish
men t of personal identity via the judgmen t of society, we realize that 
such an ego is absent or consciously suppressed in Coriolanus. 

160 .J • Campbell in his article in Interuretations, initiates the most 
drastic and comprehensive attempt of reading the entire playas a satire. 
He understands Coriolanus' furious outbreaks as "choler .•• of wounded 
pride" (p. 32) and his helpl ess r esponse to manipulative incitements as 
the "automatic result of an over-stimulated reflex mechanism" ( p.35). The 
debacle of such an "automaton", according to Campbell, arouses ~ nothing 
but "amusement seasoned with contempt" (ibid.), its purpose, "a satiric 



1:06 

representation of a slave of passion designed to teach an important 
political lesson." (p. 35). This interpretation is quite untenable. not 
only in view of its Uasic reiteration of the 'wounded pride" thesis,but 
also because Campbell completely suppresses the ccndition of the comical 
con trast : Cori oalnus' su perhuman greatness and valour in ·Har. 

17Here Brecht makes good use of Plutarch , Shakespeare 's principl e 
source. For Plutarch . Coriolanus Has a character typifying the Harring 
and transitional times of very early Rome . This was a time when Rome 
was still struggling against the threat of extinction from inside as 
well as outside, against social chaos and conquering tribes, like the 
Volscians. but Was moving towards the establishmen t of a firmly lawful 
ci tizen ' s state . 

18 Charney , Imagery , ' p. 158. 

19-- fl. no lng . Interuretations, pp, 90ff. 

20 As Charney lists them in 'Imagery', the people are most fre-
quently referred to as "dogs . hounds. curs, rats, rascals (lean deer 
not fit to be hunted), hares, geese . asses, mules, camels, wolves, crows. 
goats, foxes , cats, kites . minnows, a multiplying spawn and a beastly 
herd", p. 169. 

21'Studium.' p. 878. 

22As shown above, the human condition (its instability, etc,) 
vlhich Coriolanus strives to overcome, strongly accentuated in 
ShakesDeare's ~lebeians, and with quite a negative bias. They are also . 
deserving . of the hero's . invectives. whereas Brecht' s rational and 
fearless Dlebeians are not. 

23The East German _ neople' s rebellion and the government's "Losung" . 
as Brecht saw it. immediately comes to mind: 

Die Lasung 

Nach dem Aufstand des 17. Juni 
Liess der Sekre~r des Schriftstellersverbands 
In der Stalinallee Flugbl~tter verteilen 
Auf denen zu lesen war, dass das yolk 
Das Vertrauen der Regierung verscher t, habe 
Und es nur durch verdoppelte Arbeit 
Zuruckerobern kanne . H~re es da 
Nicht doch einfacher. die Regierung 
Loste das yolk auf und 
;'liihlte ein anderes? (' Buckower Elegien. G\~, X, 1010) 
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24 
See Di e I1assnahme , GW, II, pp . 632ff. 

25Rome is for him, as Donald A. Staufer remarks in . 'Roads to Freedom: 
"Coriolanus"', in Interuretations, truly T'latria, not patria (p. 43). 
For Shakespeare , such a relati onship is not pathological at all, but 
quite healthy. In Richard II, e . g. the banished Bolingbroke be trays his 
un swaying f ilia l love for his coun try : 

Then En~land's ground farewell: swee t soil adieu, 
l"ly mother and my nurse that bears me yet . 
\yhere ' e r I wande r, boas t of this I can, 
Though banished , yet a true- bo rn Engli shman. (456 ) 

Coriolanus is t he last of the ' Histori es' and thi s Rome is clearly that 
Engl and of the ' Histories '. Yet it is also a t ragedy. and while 
Coriolanus ', like Bolingbroke's, umbilical cord, so to speak , is never 
sever ed, even during bani shment, the Engli shman r e turns to serve England, 
wher eas the Roman returns to destroy Rome . 

26ConspicuOusly, he never addresses one without addressing the 
other. Thus , on his return from Corioli , when he calls out "0 mother! 
-::ife!" ( 842), after Volumnia' s ninty six line speech. we would expec t him 
to address his mother only, in vi ew of Virgilia's silence . 

27He even ma kes the people--whom she so hates--acknowl edge this fac t, 
see ac tV, iii, p . 2L~87. 
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CHAPTER IV 

1It has been observed that this play is most drastically stripped 
of soliloquy. It has fewer lines of soliloquy than any other 
Shakespearean play outside the comedies. 

2Shakespeare took this motive of the rough-hewn soldi er with blunt 
and unpolished language from Plutarch. 

~arley Granville-Barker makes the excellen t observation that 
Coriolanus' ideal knowledge also has the power of real foresight. He 
foresees the first and second Volscian attacks,and that the newly created 
tribunate will increase its power and its demands. And he is not incor
rect in his protest against the "popular shalL •. the greater polL •• the 
yea and no of general i gnorance" which is allowed greater importance than 
experienced wisdom. (An tony and Cleopatra. Coriolanus, Vol. III of 
Prefaces to Shakespeare [New Jersey: Princeton Univ. Press, 1965 J , p. 
105. Hereafter Prefaces. 

4In contrast to Plutarch's Life, Coriolanus is isolated even from 
his 'lovers', Volumn is, Menenius, Aufidius. 

5Una Ellis-Fermor observes that after his banishment, Coriolanus' 
" familiar outburs ts disappear" (Shakespeare the Dramatist , p. 19), 
implying that he reaches a new level of development. But this seeming 
restraint is, in reality , only the paralysis of the "dull actor Hho has 
forgot his part", He later remembers his part, s pontaneously, when 
prompted by Aufidius in a familiar manner (cf. act III, iii). 

6John Dover Hilson, "Introduction ," Coriolanus, The New Shakespeare, 
ed. John Dover Hilson (London: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1960), pp. ix
liii. 

7Ibid , p. xxxiii. 

8Ibid , p. xxxiv. 

9Cf . Granville-Barker, Prefaces, III, pp. 99-100. 

CHAPTER V 

1Y1cCann, p. 54. 

~w - ' VITI, 1252. 

XV, 119. 

4'Studium', p. 879. 
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